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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Many researchers, authors and journalists seem to agree upon the fact that

the world is entering a new era of time, a new paradigm.1 The industrial

society with its hierarchical production organisations where size was

crucial is no longer the core of today’s society. There is a constant

development away from this organisation of businesses towards something

new.2 Among others, Peters & Waterman and Drucker argue that it is

necessary for companies to react, and re-evaluate whether their form of

organisation is well adapted to the information dense modern society,

characterised by rapid change.3 Stalk et al. argue that the organisation of

today needs to be flexible enough to follow the movements in the

environment.4 Furthermore, Prahalad & Hamel find it important that the

organisation in fact allows its members to develop as much as possible and

that their competencies are used in the best way possible.5 Moreover,

Bendix & Dalsgaard argue that there is a requirement for an organisation

that combines stability with the dynamics in the surrounding society.6 This

in turn demands increased information from decision-makers, more

specialisation and delegation of authorities to those who have special

knowledge about the environment.7

The traditional form of organisation has a number of advantages, however,

numerous studies have shown that it does not live up to all new demands

                                                          
1 Castells, 2001; Crandall & Wallage, 1998; Hamel & Prahalad, 1994
2 Stalk et al., 1992
3 Peters & Waterman, 1990; Drucker, 1995
4 Stalk et al., 1992
5 Prahalad & Hamel, 1990
6 Bendix & Dalsgaard, 1998
7 Jacobsen & Thorsvik, 1998
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and changes.8  This implies that as the environment develops and new

demands are set on organisations a number of different forms of

organisations that increase flexibility have emerged. Examples are the

project organisation, the matrix organisation, the virtual corporation, inter-

organisational networks, the network organisation and the imaginary

organisation. All of these are undertaking continuous development in the

companies’ attempts to constantly ameliorate and avoid problems that

occur in the traditional form of organisation.9 However, this development

does not only concern new ways of organising companies but also new

ways of working and new demands on leadership.10

Inter-organisational networks have attracted considerable attention;

Castells even argues that the world is entering the network society.11 The

concept of inter-organisational networks is not only used as a way of

describing organisations’ relations to each other and their environment. It is

also used when describing a strategic mode of organising, consciously

applied by managers and entrepreneurs in order to achieve a stronger

competitive position.12 Hence, the word network is also used for companies

where independent actors collaborate and are linked together in order to

benefit from each other. Several authors, e.g. Miles & Snow, Jarillo,

Castells and Baker, have studied these inter-organisational networks, which

basically concern medium sized or large companies that collaborate. To

some extent they also treat intra-organisational networks in terms of

networks between departments in large corporations.13 Bendix & Dalsgaard

also use the term network organisation, however, they do not delimit

themselves to say that it only concerns inter-organisational networks; they

                                                          
8 Hamel & Prahalad, 1994; Ghoshal & Bartlett, 1999; Miles & Snow, 1992
9 Bendix & Dalsgaard, 1998
10 Miles & Snow, 1992; Castells, 2001; Hedberg et al., 1994
11 Castells, 2001
12 Castells, 2001; Hedberg et al., 1997; Jarillo, 1988; Miles & Snow, 1992; Thorelli, 1986
13 Miles & Snow, 1992; Jarillo, 1988; Castells, 2001; Baker in Nohria & Eccles, 1992
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simply state a number of characteristics that a company needs to have in

order to be a network organisation.14 Another author, Professor Bo Hedberg

at Stockholm University has developed the concept imaginary organisation

in order to describe similar phenomena.15

Professions have in all times organised in various constellations in order to

benefit from one another. According to Christer Östlund at the Swedish

Federation of Trade and Industry (Företagarnas riksorganisation) this is a

phenomenon that has existed among firms of solicitors and doctors for a

long time.16 However, Elisabeth Sundin, Professor in business

administration and member of the scientific council of the Research

Network for Small and Medium Sized Enterprises (Forum för

småföretagsforskning) argues that during recent years small companies in

various industries and businesses have started to adapt this form of

organisation as well in order to be flexible. She states that these

organisations exist in various forms and that the majority of the work force

consists of self-employed actors.17

Moreover, Carl-Johan Wangerud, management consultant, argues that

ownership differs, it can be one or several owners and different types of

companies can be applied, from economic associations to private limited

companies. The number of people involved also varies and the

collaborators are linked to the company by different forms of contracts but

are not formally employed.18

                                                          
14 Bendix & Dalsgaard, 1998
15 Hedberg et al., 1994
16 Interview with Christer Östlund, 08/01/02
17 Interview with Elisabeth Sundin, 08/01/02
18 Interview with Carl-Johan Wangerud, 07/11/01
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Ronald Fagerfjäll, author in social science and former chief editor at

Affärsvärlden states that despite the fact that this is an increasing

phenomenon that is becoming more important in trade and industry, these

small organisations are given little attention in current research.19 Bo

Sundmark at PAforum supports the statement that various types of

companies have started to apply this form of organisation e.g. consulting

agencies.20 According to Carl-Johan Wangerud there are also a number of

companies that apply this form of organisation from its founding, aiming to

be able to respond to the market’s needs e.g. Agora and Interdepend.21

1.2 Problem discussion

All authors mentioned above have focused on companies larger than e.g.

Agora and Interdepend or co-operation between companies. In order to find

out more about existing literature and research within this area we turned to

the Stockholm County Administrative Board (Länsstyrelsen in Stockholm)

and the Network Academy (Nätverksakademin). They state that the

Institute for Research on Entrepreneurship and Small Enterprises (Esbri,

Institutet för Entrepreneurskaps- och Småföretagsforskning) and the

Research Network for Small and Medium Sized Enterprises are the two

organisations that cover literature and research within this domain. The

Research Network for Small and Medium Sized Enterprises  confirms that

these forms of small organisations have been little studied and that there is

a need for in-depth case studies in order to increase the understanding

about them.22

                                                          
19 Interview with Ronald Fagerfjäll, 22/11/01
20 Interview with Bo Sundmark, 07/11/01
21 Interview with Carl-Johan Wangerud, 07/11/01
22 Interview with Elisabeth Sundin, 08/01/02
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In order to link knowledge about this type of small organisations to current

research, we wish to investigate whether current research can help increase

the understanding about them. We find that the most suitable way of doing

so is to apply existing theories, namely those of the network organisation

and the imaginary organisation, on one company through an in-depth case

study and by that produce new knowledge (see 2.2.3 for further discussion

about case studies). Hence, we aim to make an in-depth study of one

organisation, namely a small company called Agora. The organisational

form is not clearly defined but there is discussion about this, about how

work is conducted and about how the company is held together. The more

we looked into the company the more interesting it turned out to be. We

find that in order to increase the understanding about this type of

organisations it is essential to start by achieving an overall picture, which is

why this is the focus in this study. Our perception is that there are three

important cornerstones that need to be studied and analysed in order to

create a satisfactory overall picture. The first is the organisational form and

the actual structure of the company, which means how it is organised, the

bindings between the company and its collaborators and what it can be

called.

Second, organisations like Agora consist of self-employed actors and are

not held together by formal employment contracts. Therefore there are

apparently other reasons to why the organisations exist and stay together.

We find it important to identify the connecting forces in order to

understand what attracts the consultants that work for Agora and what

make them continue working for the company. Third, and related to the

above, since there is a requirement of keeping the organisation together we

find it crucial to increase the understanding about leadership in these

organisations. We wish to study the leadership and also what the role of the
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leader is. The discussion above based on our three cornerstones leads us to

three questions that will guide us through our study of Agora. These

questions constitute an aid to achieve our purpose and create the possibility

to draw some general conclusions about this type of organisations.

•  How can the structure of Agora be described?

•  What are the connecting forces within Agora?

•  What characterise the leadership in Agora?

1.3 Purpose

The purpose of this thesis is to make an in-depth case study of Agora in

order to increase the understanding about small organisations where the

majority of the work force consists of self-employed actors.
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2 Theory of Science and Methodology

Lundahl & Skärvad argue that scientific research aims at contributing to the

theoretical base and is planned and carried out through scientific methods.23

Our intention with this report is to make a contribution to existing scientific

research and in order to achieve this we need to define what science is and

what methods to use. In order to attain this we have two fields of theory at

hand: theory of science and methodology.24 The theory of science is the art,

it helps the researcher to penetrate the scientific production and to

understand its characteristics and how scientific knowledge is developed.

Methodology is the craft, it indicates what methods to use and what rules to

follow in order to conduct good scientific research. It is crucial that all

choices of methods are linked to standpoints in theory of science or they

will only be the result of imitation of other research.25 Both theory of

science and methodology are important in order to judge the

trustworthiness of results and to be critical. In the following chapter we will

start by giving the reader a clear view of our standpoints in theory of

science and then we aim to explain our choices in methodology when we

conducted this research i.e. research approach, type of investigation and the

use of a case study. Finally, we will discuss the conceptions of validity and

reliability, connecting to the readers possibility to judge the trustworthiness

of our study.

                                                          
23 Lundahl & Skärvad, 1999
24 Andersen, H in Andersen, 1994
25 Andersen & Gamdrup in Andersen, 1994
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2.1 Theory of Science

Theory of science demands an analysis of what scientific knowledge is,

how it is created, how it should be judged and which role it plays in

relation to various areas of application.

The purpose is that one should learn to better judge the new knowledge

faced during studies and work, as well as develop the capacity to generate

new knowledge.26 In theory of science theories about what science really is

are created.27

The perception of science and its importance have developed significantly

during the years and a number of different ideas and conceptions have seen

the day. Traditionally, and to a certain extend also today, natural science

and areas within technology have been given most attention and been the

focus of researchers. However, since the Second World War a relatively

rapid growth of social science can been seen.28 The growing interest in

social science is also seen in the dominating attitudes concerning already

existing knowledge. The dominating attitude is no longer to the same

extent static. This implies that the idea that collected and tested knowledge

could be used unchanged on the practical level for a long time, is becoming

obsolete.29 We find this statement to be very true; the world is changing

which implies that theories about it and the phenomena that construct it

need to be revised. In our area of interest, most existing research is

relatively recent but it does not to a satisfying extent cover our field. This is

why we aim at contributing to the existing knowledge base with additional

and complementary information as a result of our study.

                                                          
26 Andersen, 1994
27 Knudsen in Andersen, 1994
28 Andersen, 1994
29 ibid.
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Our area of interest, organisational theory and the research we are about to

present are part of social science, which is why we find it important to

understand the characteristics of it. Organisational theory has most of its

origin in social science such as economy, sociology, political science and

psychology. These are all blended and influenced by one another. It is also

characterised by great variety in a number of aspects, there are innumerable

starting points and approaches, as well as ways of picturing organisations

and phenomena within these when doing research.30 In order for the reader

to understand our standpoints throughout this work and how we aim to

contribute to existing theories we will present the two major research

traditions within social science, positivism and hermeneutics and clarify

our perspective.

Positivism has its roots in natural science and was developed during the

early 19th century. The starting point is logical-rational thinking, the

positivist finds that social science should dissociate itself from all

metaphysical speculation i.e. all that is not real and possible to observe. 31

The purpose of science is to explain, i.e. search for cause and effect

relations.32 In practice, for a researcher who uses the positivistic approach

as a starting point, this implies efforts in order to minimise influence of the

researcher himself on the material and the presentation of the same. Every

statement should be possible to verify by referring to the observations it

originates from and the result from research should be possible to

objectively present. It is evident that all interpretation is distinctly separated

from the actual observation.33 This research tradition does not align with

our standpoints when conducting this research and we do not find it

possible neither to completely separate our interpretations from our

                                                          
30 Alvesson in Czarniawska, 1998
31 Andersen, 1994
32 Egidius, 1986
33 Kvale, 1997
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observations nor to present them absolutely objectively. Furthermore, we as

researchers are constantly part our observations and interviews and it is

also us conducting a subjective analysis out of our collected material.

When conducting our research we have clearly applied the second research

ideal, hermeneutics, something that also affects all other choices

throughout our work. Hermeneutics is more heterogeneous and difficult to

capture than positivism.34 The word comes from the Greek and can be

translated into “interpretation of message”.35 Hermeneutics was originally

developed in relation to difficulties of interpretation confronted in theology

and humanistic fields when trying to understand the meaning of old texts.

Since it is not only texts that are created by subjects, but also separate

actions, material products, societal norms and cultural patterns of values,

the method of hermeneutics has been expanded to include social science.36

The scientific ideal of hermeneutics is the interpretation of subjective

meanings and the mission of research is to interpret and understand but the

researcher can also bring about change in order to study what happens. It is

not always possible to separate factual judgements and value judgements.

Furthermore, it is not possible, and not always desirable to conduct

completely objective research. The researcher needs to come close to the

phenomenon that will be studied through empathy and commitment.37

We believe that every person perceives reality differently and that our

research by no means is unaffected by our personalities and the fact that we

are the researchers. However, our ambition is to interfere as little as

possible, i.e. without imposing our own pre-judgements and interests.

Furthermore, when collecting our material for the empirical study many of

                                                          
34 Lundahl & Skärvad, 1999
35 Egidius, 1986
36 Andersen, 1994
37 Lundahl & Skärvad, 1999
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the variables included concern how people perceive reality, they are not

directly observable and cannot be completely objectively presented.

2.2 Methodology

Methodology is characterised by the fact that it provides a number of

concrete and directly applicable tools that can be used both in everyday

problem solving and in research. When designing research there are a

number of decisions that need to be made concerning which tools and

approaches to use. Based on our standpoints in theory of science we will

now present the choices we have made prior to our study. First, we will

present and motivate our choice of research approach and type of

investigation. Second, we will explain how the research has been

undertaken in more concrete terms, it is how the empirical corpus was

accomplished that is outlined in this section.

2.2.1 Research Approach

As researchers we are striving to produce theories that will present

knowledge corresponding to reality and the work of the researcher involves

relating theory and reality. According to Patel & Davidson this is one of the

fundamental problems when conducting research: how to manage the

relation between theory and reality.38

There are two main approaches concerning how to handle this relation

when conducting scientific research: Deduction, also referred to as the

proving path, and induction, which implies a discovering path.39

                                                          
38 Patel & Davidson, 1994
39 Holme & Solvang, 1997
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When choosing a deductive way of working the researcher starts from

general assumptions and existing theories in order to draw conclusions

about specific phenomena. Hypotheses are deduced from already existing

theories and are thereafter empirically tested in the specific case. The

chosen theory determines what information needs to be collected, how to

interpret the data and finally how to relate the results to existing theory.

This implies that the deductive approach is rather formalised.40

We have chosen the discovering path i.e. the inductive approach. This

implies that the researcher studies an object or a phenomenon without first

having established the study in an already existing and accepted theory.

Grounded theorists, such as Glaser & Strauss argue that such

predetermined theory prevents the researchers from discovering patterns

outside the scope of the theory. These authors find that patterns should be

allowed to emerge spontaneously.41 According to Patel & Davidson the aim

is to formulate a new theory by using the collected data i.e. the empirical

study.42 However, the fact that the researcher does not start out from a

theory does not mean that he works completely unbiased. The inductive

researcher has own ideas and conceptions that inevitably will mark the

produced theories.43

Since we have a hermeneutic perspective we do not see the world as a true

objective reality that exists “out there” and we do not think that conducting

research in social science is a way to discover such a reality. The reason for

this is that it would require an external and neutral point of reference from

which we would observe the true and actual state of things, something that

                                                          
40 Patel & Davidson, 1994
41 Glaser & Strauss, 1967
42 Patel & Davidson, 1994
43 ibid.
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we do not think exists. Furthermore, since there is still little existing

knowledge about these forms of organisations we find it important to keep

the research focus as broad in scope as possible in order to discover new

information. We support Glaser & Strauss’s idea of grounded theory and

think that we need to approach reality relatively unaffected of existing

research.

However, even if we see ourselves as inductive researchers we had an idea

about our area of interest when we started our collection of data. We chose

to study existing theories, which would provide us with a certain pre-

understanding and a point of departure.44 Without this point of departure

we would have been affected by the complex totality of the reality we

attempted to understand. Hence, our selection of research questions and

areas has not been random but purposeful, guided by certain theoretical

assumptions obtained mainly through academic books and articles.45 All

along the research we have attempted to stay as open as possible to new

knowledge and perspectives, which to a large extent has formed our study.

The discovering path has led us to adapt a clearly emergent research

design, letting our focus in the study grow and develop as our knowledge

of our object of study increased. As we gained new experience from our

interviews and literature studies, we continuously refined our assumptions

and research questions. One result of this emergent research design is that a

focus on leadership and on the role of the leader has developed during our

research. It has been a process of going back and forth between the field of

study, theoretical discussions and our own analysis.

                                                          
44 Yin, 1994
45 Lincoln & Guba, 1985
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2.2.2 Type of Investigation

Another practical choice in methodology that is based on the researcher’s

standpoints in theory of science is the type of investigation. Methodology

literature distinguishes two types; the quantitative and the qualitative

method. The first implies that the collected data is measurable and that the

results should be possible to present numerically. Quantifying data is a

question about the degree of precision when observing, if the aim is to

receive precise observations, the researcher must be able to objectively

measure them. A researcher using a quantitative method perceives his field

of research as an object, an item that is studied with regard to one or

several variables.46 The purpose of the measuring is mainly to describe or

explain. If the aim of the investigation is to describe, the researcher

measures and quantitatively describes a certain phenomenon, e.g. the

unemployment in Sweden. This method can also be used when the purpose

is to explain the connection between different facts.47 Quantitative research

is often connected to the positivistic point of view.48

Advocates of the qualitative method deny that everything can be measured.

They state that there is a difference between what natural and social

scientists study and it is therefore not possible to use the same method. The

starting point of the qualitative method is that each phenomenon consists of

a unique combination of qualities and characteristics and thus it is

impossible to measure or weigh. We agree with this statement and consider

that qualitative methods are more applicable when dealing with dynamic

research settings, where the researcher wishes to avoid having to decide

beforehand what specific areas to explore, what people to meet, what

questions to ask etc. Furthermore, several advocates of this type of
                                                          
46 Andersen, 1994
47 Lundahl & Skärvad, 1999
48 Andersen & Gamdrup in Andersen, 1994
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investigation state that the field of research is seen as a subject. However,

spokesmen of the qualitative method are of the opinion that the quantitative

method can be useful when studying certain aspects of society but the

weakness is that all aspects are not possible to investigate. The advocates of

the quantitative method agree upon the fact that it is difficult to quantify

social conditions but they state that this is due to ignorance and not that it is

generally impossible.49

The qualitative method is less formalised and the main purpose is to

understand a phenomenon. By using different ways of collecting data, the

researcher can get a deeper understanding of the problem and also describe

the totality of the context.50 A researcher applying a qualitative perspective

is interested in how people perceive their reality and the goal is rather

insight than statistical analysis.51

We have studied a phenomenon consisting of a unique combination of

qualities and characteristics that are not measurable and numbers and

statistics were not necessary in order to achieve our purpose. The purpose

of our research is mainly to understand and describe the chosen

phenomenon by using a case study. Based on this discussion, we have used

a qualitative method. We also state that our study is somewhat explorative

since we study a phenomenon where existing literature is rather limited and

where our intention is to contribute to theory development within this area.

2.2.3 Case Study as Scientific Method

The case study is distinguished by the use of one or a few cases. The case is

studied in a more detailed and profound way than when using e.g. a survey

                                                          
49 Andersen, 1994
50 Holme & Solvang, 1997
51 Bell, 2000
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and it is also studied in several dimensions.52 The choice of conducting a

case study should be based on the problem studied and the questions asked.

The method should be the best way to find the answers to the questions and

the pros should outbalance the cons.53

We have chosen to use a case study since we are interested in the particular

structure of our case company and we wanted to make an in-depth study of

our case company. After having explored a number of existing

organisations within the field of networks and imaginary organisations and

also after having consulted experts within the area, Agora attracted our

interest. It was an example of a small organisation where the organisational

form is not clearly identified and its collaborators are not employed by the

company. Furthermore, they showed great interest in our study and gave us

access to their premises and to people to conduct interviews with. The

choice to focus on one major case seemed suitable in that our approach is

descriptive with the aim to increase understanding about organisations like

Agora. We wanted to generate detailed, contextual and in-depth accounts

of our case company. Choosing a case study methodology permitted us to

study the phenomenon from many different actors’ points of view.54

The choice to conduct a case study can be explained to the reader by

describing its particular characteristics.55 First, it is particularistic, which

implies that the focus of the study is a certain situation, occasion,

phenomenon or person. Our case study is particularistic in the sense that

the focus is a phenomenon, namely the organisational form of Agora.

Second, the result of a case study is descriptive, i.e. the description of the

phenomenon is extensive and “thick”. In our problem discussion we
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identified three cornerstones we wish to study in order to achieve a generic

picture of Agora. We argue that this is also a way of achieving an extensive

and “thick description. Third, it is also heuristic meaning that the study can

improve the reader’s understanding of the phenomenon. This is the actual

purpose of our research and since existing literature is rather limited in our

area we have great hopes to increase the understanding about this

organisational form and to contribute to theory development.  Finally, a

case study is inductive, which signifies that the larger part of the study is

based on inductive reasoning.  Generalisations, ideas and hypothesis arise

from the collected data and this, in turn, forms the basis of the context of

what is being studied. As mentioned in 2.2.1 we have chosen an inductive

approach since we use our empirical study in order to increase

understanding about the chosen phenomenon.

It is important to note that qualitative case studies are limited by the

researcher’s sensibility and integrity.56 The researcher himself is the

principal instrument for collecting and analysing information. Even if

practice in observation and interviewing is an essential step in the process,

this is not easily accessible to future case study researchers. There are no

clear guidelines for how to shape the final product. The researcher is

dependent on his capability and subtle intuition throughout the larger part

of the project.57

It is a rather challenging task to define an exemplary case study and there is

no real evidence available. However, Yin states that there are five general

characteristics of an exemplary case study.58 First of all it must be

significant meaning that the individual case or cases are unusual and of
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general public interest and/or that the underlying issues are nationally

important, either in theoretical terms or in policy or practical terms. We

argue that our case study is significant in that theories within this area are

rather limited and few in-depth studies have been conducted, even though

this form of organisation is increasing in trade and industry. Our aim is to

generate detailed, contextual and in-depth accounts for how the specific

organisation is structured and led.

Furthermore, the case study must be “complete” a characteristic that is

extremely difficult to describe operationally. Completeness can be

characterised in at least three ways. First, the complete case is one in which

the distinction between the phenomenon being studied and its context is

given explicit attention. Second, completeness can involve the collection of

evidence. The study should demonstrate convincingly that the investigator

expended exhaustive effort in collecting relevant evidence. Finally,

completeness concerns the absence of certain artifactual conditions. This

implies that a case study is not complete if the study ended because

resources were exhausted, because the investigator ran out of time etc.

Since we have put a lot of time and effort into preparing the interviews and

also in finding our respondents we are of the opinion that we are able to

present relevant information. Even if the time available for completing this

report was limited we managed to schedule our interviews at an early stage,

which implies that time has not been an artifactual condition.

A third characteristic of an exemplary case study is that it must consider

alternative perspectives. The perspectives may e.g. be found in alternative

cultural views or different theories. In our frame of reference we have

chosen to use theories both about the network organisation and the

imaginary organisation in order to understand what type of organisation
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Agora is. We have also used two different perspectives of leadership by

including leadership both in the network organisation and the imaginary

organisation. Based on this we are of the opinion that we have considered

alternative perspectives in our case study. A fourth criterion is that the

study must display sufficient evidence. The study should judiciously and

effectively present the most compelling evidence so that the reader can

reach an independent judgement of the analysis. In order to reach this we

have in our empirical findings shown when the views of the interviewees

are in accordance and when they are not. We are of the opinion that we

have presented the results with both supporting and challenging data so that

the reader himself is able to judge where emphasis should be put when

conducting an analysis. Finally, a case study must be composed in an

engaging manner, which implies a clear writing style, but one that

constantly makes the reader feel a wish to continue reading. One example

of our attempts to make this report easy and interesting to read is the

presentation of our empirical findings. We have presented it as the story of

Agora making it easy to follow and by using a lot of quotes we think that it

becomes more dynamic.

Interviews

We have chosen to gather information by using primary data, namely

interviews, which is also the most common way of collecting data when

conducting case studies.59 The purpose of our interviews was not only to

get a better understanding of the structure of the organisation but also to get

the personal opinions and perceptions of the employees. In order for the

reader to be able to judge the validity and trustworthiness of our collected

information and the analysis of the same we will in the following section
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explain our method for collecting data and our use of these sources. The

aim with our interviews was to give the respondents as much freedom as

possible in answering the questions; their personal opinions were of great

importance. This method turned out to be effective in more than one way.

Not only did we receive their personal opinions, we also realised, as the

interviews proceeded that focus on leadership was a reoccurring area of

interest. This evolving process is the reason for which we have devoted a

large part of our empirical study and our frame of reference to leadership.

However, it is important to note that our intention is not to make a study in

leadership but to study the organisation as a whole.

We created an interview guide, which is a method that is often used when

conducting personal interviews where the subject is wide and not very

specified. The reader will find the interview guide in appendix. The

questions in the guide treat large fields where the interviewees have the

opportunity to evolve a certain area without being inhibited by a specific

question. The guide also consists of attendant questions to which the

interviewer seeks answers but not necessarily has to ask. These questions

can constitute a support if the interviewee does not spontaneously describe

or explain a certain question within an area.60

In order to create the interview guide we identified several areas of interest

where we had certain questions we wanted answers to. However, we had

not beforehand formulated complete questions and the order was not

strictly followed. Therefore we have conducted low standardised and non-

structured interviews. The first is characterised by the degree to which the

questions and the situation are the same for all respondents. Standard

implies lack of variation; everything is the same for everyone.61 A non-
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standardised interview is characterised by the fact that the investigator has

the possibility to choose both the formulating of the questions and their

order during the interview. In this case, the interview will be more flexible

and adapted to the situation.62 The degree of structure depends on how

much freedom the respondents are given when answering the questions. In

a non-structured interview there are no response alternatives and the

respondents formulate the answers in the way he or she prefers.63

The choice of our respondents has been an evolving process throughout our

work. We did not beforehand decide a fixed number of interviews, instead

we made interviews until we felt that we no longer gained any new

necessary information. We are of the opinion that this way of selecting

implies that the information received through our interviews represents the

rest of the consultants as well. Hence, based on our judgement we finally

conducted six in-depth interviews, which we find was a sufficient number.

The first interview was conducted with Gunilla Tegell the CEO of Agora,

thereafter we had one interview with one of the employees and then three

with consultants working with Agora. After having completed the

interviews with the consultants we met with Gunilla a second time since we

had additional questions we needed to find answers to. We had certain

criteria when choosing our respondents; we wanted them to have a wide

knowledge of the organisation. Furthermore, we needed different views of

the leadership making us choose people with different backgrounds and of

different gender.

Before the first interview we had gained knowledge about the areas in our

interview guide in order to feel well prepared. Thereafter the aim was to

make sure that we knew the areas of interest more or less by heart since we
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wanted to obtain a conversation to the greatest extent possible where we

held a dialogue with our respondents letting them tell us their views and

opinions. This way it could be done without becoming halting by us

stopping to read or check what question to ask. At the beginning of each

interview we devoted some time, different depending on the interviewees

and their wishes, to a brief presentation of ourselves and the purpose and

procedure of the research. We also informed the interviewee about the

structure, the approximate time of the interview and asked if we could

record the interview. We chose to use a tape recorder in order to be able to

concentrate on the conversation and the dynamics of the interview. Since

everyone agreed to this it also allowed us to return to the recording to

verify certain answers or opinions.

At the end of each interview we summed up and asked if the interviewee

had any complementary comments that he or she wished to discuss. This

was done after having turned off the recorder, allowing them to address

subjects or information that might be uncomfortable dealing with when

being recorded. We also asked all interviewees if we were allowed to quote

them and to use their names as sources, no one had any objections to this.

When someone desired complementary information about how our work

was going to proceed and how the information from the interviews would

be treated, we explained the process. The information given by us before

and after the interview is a mean to respect the ethical ideals, making sure

that the interviewees felt comfortable leaving their information with us. We

then typed all our interviews and continued the empirical process by

carefully studying our transcripts. We then structured the empirical study as

the story of Agora beginning with the foundation of the company and

ending with views of the future. This structure was chosen in order give the

reader a picture of Agora as a company and not focus on the views of each
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individual separately. Furthermore, it is an attempt to make it interesting

and easy for the reader to follow and make own interpretations. After

having completed our empirical study it was, by mutual consent, sent to

Gunilla for approval. In order to conduct an analysis as complete as

possible we constantly reminded ourselves of our focus and actual problem

and made sure to consider all information both from our empirical findings

and the theories used.

2.3 Validity and Reliability

According to Merriam the purpose of all research is to produce valid and

reliable results in an ethical way.64 The validity of an investigation can be

defined as the absence of systematic errors of measurements. A distinction

is made between interior and exterior validity. The first occurs when the

instrument of measurement e.g. a questionnaire really measures what it is

supposed to measure. Exterior validity refers to the conformity between the

chosen indicators and the relationship that was meant to be investigated.65

We are of the opinion that our investigation has both high interior and

exterior validity. The method in fact helped us study what we wanted. The

interview guide was constituted by questions treating the area of

investigation where the interviewees gave long and exhaustive answers. It

is nevertheless important to note that other information may also be found

in the answers, which means that the study can be used to investigate other

phenomena as well.

The reliability of research refers to the absence of random measurement

errors. An investigation with high reliability is characterised by the fact that

the result of the investigation is not dependent on who conducts the
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research; the results should be the same regardless of the investigator.66

Considering the questions posed, we claim that our research has high

reliability. The same information would most likely be found even if

someone else asked the questions. However, there might be a difference in

the personal degree of the answers. Some of the areas discussed were rather

personal, implying the importance of confidence between respondent and

interviewer and it is impossible to say if another interviewer would get

exactly the same answers.

Furthermore, it is also evident to consider the possibility to make

generalisations. A distinction is made between statistical and analytical

generalisations. The result from a case study cannot in a statistical sense be

generalised to be valid for an entire population. When conducting a case

study it is, however, possible to make generalisations in order to create

theories, see patterns and use former theories as references when

comparing with the empirical findings.67 Our case company is rather small

and therefore we are aware of the fact that it might be difficult to make

generalisations and to apply our findings to large organisations. However,

since we have made an in-depth study of our case we are of the opinion that

it is possible to make this research valid for other organisations with the

same size and structure.
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3 Theoretical Framework

In order to understand what kind of organisation our case company is we

will in the first part of our theoretical framework identify and explain

theories about the network organisation and the imaginary organisation.

We will start by discussing the term network in order for the reader to

understand why we have chosen Bendix & Dalsgaard for our study. We

will then present Hedberg’s theory on imaginary organisations. Finally we

will present leadership in the network organisation and in the imaginary

organisation.

3.1 The Network Organisation

As mentioned in the background, the term network has become a

fashionable topic since the end of the 1980s and it has received increasing

interest in management publications and academic journals.68 The most

general definition of networks is that the members handle their work with

considerable autonomy and collaborate with others on the basis of informal

rather than formal ties. A network also specialises on core competencies

because of competitive pressures and units team up with other specialised

units.69 However, when we started searching for literature applicable to our

case company we realised that research is mostly focused on inter-

organisational networks meaning that focus is on collaboration between

companies. One example is Miles & Snow who define a network as

clusters of firms or specialist units co-ordinated by market mechanisms.70

Jarillo and Prahalad & Hamel have similar definitions and based on this we

turned to other authors, namely Bendix & Dalsgaard. We find that their
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theory concerning the network organisation is more applicable to our case

since they simply state a number of characteristics that a company needs to

have in order to be a network organisation and focus is not on inter-

organisational networks.

The network organisation is the result of experience from many other

organisational forms; it aims to provide rapid working processes and

possibilities to continuously adapt the organisation as the environment

changes.71 Bendix & Dalsgaard describe the network organisation and what

characterise it. They argue that being organised as a network organisation

signifies that the organisation is constructed around many groups, that are

tightly linked to each other and are thereby held together. In a network

organisation there are several structures that coexist, however, the

organisation is more a matter of how one moves within the structure than

the structures themselves. It is a movement within the organisation and

between the organisation and the environment. To organise networks is to

open borderlines, and to have many channels of communication that enable

people to meat rapidly. The actual idea behind the network organisation is

pragmatic: the activities are organised in order to respond to the present

demands of problem solving, and to enable rapid changes as the

environment changes. There is a high demand for flexibility; both the

organisation and its members need to be flexible and prepared for rapid

changes.

3.1.1 The Structure of the Network Organisation

In a network organisation there are no organisational bindings hindering

the most adapted method of working to be applied.
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The network organisation is open and flexible, adapted to the actual task

and to the situation. One of the core ideas of the network organisation is

that companies should not adapt a fixed, stereotyped model but develop a

model adapted to the actual conditions existing within the company. They

should neither resemble anyone else nor themselves for too long. The

structural flexibility is visible through the fact that the organisation is not

uniform all through: It might have constituents that are oriented towards

matrixes or be organised in projects. Horizontally it can be process

organised and a part of it can still be quite similar to the traditional form of

organisation. Furthermore there might be parts of the organisation that are

impossible to name, or a name must be invented since this form of

organisation is new.

This flexibility enables an openness to change and the members in the

organisation can rapidly shift to new routines, hours of work and ways of

working. This organisational flexibility is visible by the fact that structures

are regulated, developed or rejected according to the need. There is nothing

fixed in the network organisation, it is in constant development, its various

constituents are put together and dissolved. Once the structure has become

comprehensive it changes. Bendix & Dalsgaard use the metaphor of a

kaleidoscope; innumerable patterns can be constructed by the same pieces

of glass. This organic environment gives rise to a creativity focused on the

organisation’s goal. This loosely coupled network organisation might at

first glance seem gaudy and perplex, but there is in fact structure.

3.1.2 The Characteristics of the Network Organisation

Bendix & Dalsgaard argue that neither descriptions nor images of network

organisations should be conceived as fixed definitions or static pictures,

since organisations might be very heterogeneous. They exist in many
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different forms and varies in terms of size, goal, production and industry.

However, according to Bendix & Dalsgaard’s definition of the network

organisation it has six characteristics. For a company to be called a network

organisation these should be present in the organisation and also constitute

the organisation’s relation to the environment.

Fundamental law of values: The fundamental law of values is the common

values, norms, moral and ethics that constitute the foundation for the

collaborators’ development. It is clear and accepted by everyone and all

members are aware of the frames within which they can act. It is a pattern

of moral and a view of people out of which everyone can act depending on

what the situation demands. It is a foundation for everyone to strive

towards the same goal independent of personal differences. The excessive

control is replaced by trust and the fundamental law of values becomes a

way of control that the collaborators can handle themselves.

 

Decentralisation: The organisation consists of a number of small entities

where liberty and independence are important. This implies that a large

number of people will have influence and responsibility, which in turn

encourages commitment. However, there is some need for order, structure

and co-ordination or the organisation will end up in chaos and anarchy. The

work is organised out of commissions where various working groups are

constructed. Everything is flexible and focus is on the actual task, when a

group’s work is finished the group is dissolved. Decisions are made

directly in the small entity, close to the actual problem. The aim is to

achieve a complete distribution of power, which implies the responsibility

of each collaborator. This requires letting go of responsibilities and over-

viewing and exceeding the fact of letting others conduct concrete, clear

tasks. A leader that does not dare to delegate is taxing its organisation.
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Compound leader roles: As a result of the decentralisation the network

organisation comprises a number of roles of the leader. The borderlines

between leader and collaborator are erased, many are leaders and the roles

are shifting. The roles of the leader often shift in a way that in one situation

a person is boss over another and in the next situation the roles are the

opposite. An overview of the various leader roles is presented in 3.3.1.

 

Flexible borderlines of the organisation: The borderlines to suppliers,

clients, employers, unions etc. are flexible and open and only a limited

number of internal limits exist. The flexibility renders it possible for people

and resources to move across the borders. The members use both each

other and external partners for discussion and reciprocal exchange of

information and knowledge. The collaborators within the company make

use of each other’s professional knowledge, experience and expertise.

People are working together with a certain task and are separated when the

task is completed. Working groups are constructed with certain goals at

view; all constellations are open, flexible and temporary. This dynamics is

emphasised by the physical setting, flexible methods of working, flexible

hours of work, flexible limits between professional and private life and the

fact that titles are made redundant. Furthermore, the borderlines towards

the environment are flexible in order to allow learning from the interplay

with suppliers, clients and researchers.

 

High degree of internal reciprocal dependence: The self-led collaborator

needs to seek information and inspiration from others in order to develop

work. This dependence of each other within the organisation as well as of

others outside the organisation in co-operation and competition is openly

confessed. Within the network organisation collaborators dare to express

both strengths and weaknesses.
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Transparency: The focus within the organisation is the task and all

documents and control mechanisms concerning it are clearly visible. The

distribution of tasks, economic resources, goals and results are accessible to

everyone, including customers. This transparency is used as a quality

assurance and a prerequisite for all resources to be used in an optimal way.

3.2 The Imaginary Organisation

This part of our theoretical framework, as well as 3.3.2, are based on

Hedberg’s book from 1994 if nothing else is indicated. We have, however,

also used Hedberg’s book from 1997, which is a translation of the first. The

reason for using both books is mainly due to translation and the latter was

used whenever there was a problem with terms and expressions.

Hedberg et al. mediate a new perspective of organisations. They call these

organisations imaginary, they are both existing and non-existing. A number

of units are brought together and it is when the observer reaches a profound

dimension that an exiting transformation takes place. The pieces are

connected into a clear, obvious and coherent organisation, an imaginary

system. An imaginary organisation is a type of company as well as

perspective of an organisation.
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Hedberg et al. define imaginary organisations as:72

“A system in which assets, processes, and actors critical to the “focal”

enterprise exist and function both inside and outside the limits of the

enterprise’s conventional “landscape” formed by its legal structure, its

accounting, its organigrams, and the language otherwise used to describe

the enterprise.”
(Source: Hedberg et al., 1997 p.13)

In order to create this organisation it is essential to determine the focus and

it is evident to have an act of will. The leader needs to create an overall

picture and when this picture is completed, some things become

comprehensive, a new balance is put into place. Imaginary organisations

are artifacts, created phenomena; one or several participants form them.

These organisations are a generic term of the new way of forming

enterprises that take advantage of new technology, networks and alliances,

attraction and customer relations in order to run and link together activities

that reach beyond the borders of the organisation. The imaginary

organisation is built on participation and synergies from external actors.

Furthermore, these organisations make the imaginary logic and the

imaginary resources in the old, already established firm, visible.

The imaginary organisation is formed and developed by certain key

elements. First of all there is the imaginator, this might be a man or a

woman, an individual or a group. The imaginator wants to achieve

something and has a strategic map over how this should be put into action.

The imaginator formulates a map, deliberately or more intuitively, of the

imaginary system. He also has an image of the core competence of the unit
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and this competence is later complemented through outside partners or

partner companies that collaborate. The unit of the imaginator is called the

leader enterprise. This description forms a picture of the imaginary system

shown in figure 3.1:

Insight about
                    core competence

             Opportunity                          Strategic plan/
                              and willingness            mental map

          to act

      Leader
     enterprise

Fig. 3.1: The starting point, (source: Hedberg et al., 1997, p.15)

The next step in the process is to define customer base, a delivery system

and the methods of communicating with customers, which is illustrated in

figure 3.2.

                                      Customer
                                                               Payment system  base

                             Core
              Competence        Market communication Customers

 Fig. 3.2: The market-oriented enterprise, (source: Hedberg et al., 1997, p.16)

Io-
leader

Io-
leader

Delivery systems
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The final step is to create a production system in order to deliver demanded

goods or services, which is illustrated in figure 3.3. Here the leader

enterprise plays an essential role and one or several partners or companies

are linked together and directed by the leader enterprise. The people

employed in the leader enterprise are called employees and everyone who,

in one way or another, is involved in the imaginary system is called

involvees. The quota between the involvees and the total number of

employees indicates the exchange of core competence that the system

creates.

                         Partners
                                                             
                                                                
                     “Resourcing”

                   
     

Fig. 3.3: Resourcing the imaginary organisation, (source: Hedberg et al., 1997, p.16)

Whereas capital, law and agreements, and tradition hold the conventional

organisation together, the imaginary organisation is mainly united by

synergies through e.g. clientele, market communication, delivery system

and production system. Information technology is another important part of

the imaginary organisation. Co-ordination that otherwise would not be

economic or practical is made possible through technology. Transaction

costs are diminished and scale advantages occur. The third issue of mutual

incentive is agreements e.g. royalty agreements. However, most imaginary

organisations are mainly held together by the attraction of an excellent

business concept or of the vision formulated by a strong leadership.

Payment system

Market communication   CustomersCore
Competence

Io-
leader

Delivery systems

Customer
base
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3.2.1 The Structure of the Imaginary Organisation

In order to describe the structure of imaginary organisations it is essential

to consider when the organisation was formed and what the purpose is.

Hedberg et al. divide the organisations into different categories. The first

category is the creation of the organisation and in the second category

renovation and extension are in focus using imaginary thinking.

Patterns for Creation

All leader enterprises in newly formed organisations can be seen as the

spider in the web. The leader enterprise forms an imaginary organisation by

engaging, forming agreements or inspiring other companies and actors to

co-ordinate towards a certain market. The “spider” formulates a business

concept and builds a clientele often through co-operation for production

and distribution and sometimes even payment mediation. The components

around the leader enterprise are a clientele, a base of partners, own

competence and one or several systems of co-ordination for sales and

production.
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The spider web can take different forms. One can be seen as interconnected

islands, a pattern where one or several companies seek to find their equals

in order to be able to reach scale advantages, geographical coverage, be

able to create a powerful infrastructure etc. This makes the totality larger

than the parts. See figure 3.4.

      Shared infrastructure
                 e.g. information technology

      Partners

          Leader company

Fig.3.4: Interconnected islands, (source: Hedberg et al., 1997, p.41)

Another spider web is the united front towards the market, which is

illustrated in figure 3.5. This is when a company establishes a brand, a

concept or a clientele and then engages others. It might concern

cooperation within areas such as producing and distributing goods or

services. Examples of companies that apply to this structure are

McDonald’s and GANT.

          Customers

         Leader company

                     Partner companies

Fig.3.5: The united front towards the market, (source: Hedberg et al., 1997, p.42)
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 Finally, the spider web can be seen as the missing link. This is a different

kind of pattern where a company finds and develops a niche with the

purpose to complement an earlier formed system in order to strongly

improve the function. It often concerns decreasing transaction costs or

improving market information so that the existing market can more easily

be reached and also developed. The leader enterprise takes the role as a

broker between supply and demand markets with the aim to reach low

transaction costs in order to gain market share.        

Patterns for Renovation and Extension

When a new company is formed the imaginator creates an organisation

using his or her vision as a starting point. Renovation, on the other hand,

becomes important when a corporation is no longer functioning in a

satisfying way. Sometimes parts of the organisation need to be replaced

and the imaginary thinking helps management to distribute assignments

and to find new partners. Extension implies that the company is functioning

in an acceptable way but the aim is to grow or improve. The imaginary

thinking works as an aid to make an inventory of existing resources in the

organisation. Subcontractors and clients can e.g. be made partners through

a more active management based on their needs and competencies. These

patterns vary more widely than the above mentioned. The following

presentations can be seen more as strategies than patterns.

Share a customer base is a pattern where a strong and solid clientele is the

starting point. The purpose of the developing strategy is to create surplus

value or to increase the supply of services to already existing customers.

Share delivery system is a similar pattern but with the distribution system

as a basis for creating a broader supply.
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A third pattern is the shared production facilities. The central resource is a

superior product or production process. The company can improve several

product developers and also contribute to supporting different delivery

systems. An example of this is newspapers that have mutual printing

offices serving editorial offices or advertising departments with different

political colour and business concepts. The final pattern is named shared

image. This is an extension of the concept united front towards the market.

A matured and stagnating activity leads to the conclusion that the brand,

the reputation and the position on the market are the only things remaining

of what used to be a successful company. Therefore new entrepreneurs are

invited to join the image of the company in order to create new dynamics.

3.3 Leadership

There are several definitions of what leadership is and the term is also part

of the everyday language where everyone has his own perception of what

the term stands for. Since the aim of this thesis is to increase the

understanding about small organisations like Agora we have chosen to

exclude general literature on leadership and instead focus on leadership in

the network organisation and in the imaginary organisation. Therefore, we

will start by presenting leadership in the network organisation based on

Bendix & Dalsgaard, which will be followed by a description of leadership

in the imaginary organisation using Hedberg et al.

3.3.1 Leader Roles in the Network Organisation

There are a number of leader roles within a network organisation, but they

all have different purposes. A person is not employed as a leader but can

get and adapt leadership tasks if the person’s qualities respond to one or

several of the organisation’s leadership tasks. It is primarily the member’s
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choice whether he or she wants to be leader for a long period of time or

concentrate on other things. Bendix & Dalsgaard mean that a network

organisation actually has more leadership than a traditional organisation but

the leadership is distributed over more people. A starting point for the

leadership is the principle of “self-management”. To be self-managed

signifies that the collaborator develops a responsibility to take advantage of

the control mechanisms that exist within the organisation. There are three

types of control mechanisms.

•  To work with the fundamental law of values as a basis: Before a

person considers being employed by a network organisation the

fundamental law of values and its practical consequences should be

carefully studied. The values and norms need to fit and every

member needs to understand them in order to act on. This law gives

rise to an extensive independence and a large scope for individual

decisions. Every collaborator needs to have a desire and ability to act

individually and at the same time be oriented towards co-operation

and be able and willing to work in groups.

•  To work with goal- and result control: The control is directed

through a striving to achieve goals, at the expense of the traditional

way through a fixed schedule and employment descriptions. In

collaboration with a personal leader each member is responsible for

developing realistic goals, for acting to achieve them and for calling

for help if there are any obstacles on the way of reaching them. One

is not inhibited by control of others and it is also satisfying to be able

to plan on your own or together with others in the group.
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•  Leading self-led collaborators: A self-led collaborator is

independent, but not completely left out. He or she is dependent on

the leader’s personal and professional competence and by someone

that is responsible for the totality in the organisation. Bendix &

Dalsgaard find that there are principally five types of leader-roles:

The process leader, the group leader, the competence leader, the

personal leader and the organisation leader. These leader-roles will

be presented below.

The process leader: The process leader should bear the responsibility for a

certain process and keep contact with the various group leaders to assist

them in factual issues, the use of resources, planning etc. These

responsibilities require that the group leaders have both professional and

personal confidence in the process leader. Co-ordination is another

important part of the process leader’s role. In a company with a number of

processes it is important to see the general picture as well as the specific

process in the totality. The process leaders and the superior management

have joint responsibility for the co-ordination. The process leader also

needs to be capable of understanding the customer’s needs, develop his

own process and find new forms of professional development. The efforts

of the process leader lead to a rapid, and for the customer satisfactory flow,

of the product or service.

The group leader: The responsibility of a group leader is to lead the tasks

on a detail level, which includes keeping time limits, budgets and quality

assurance of the task. He can execute all tasks within the leader role or

share the role with others in the group. The group leader should preferably

be a generalist, rather than a specialist and should know where in the

network organisation additional competence and help can be found. This
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implies contact and co-operation with the process leader and other co-

operators outside the group. Furthermore, the group leader should act as a

supportive leader that helps develop the group and who has an ability to

motivate people and to create a sense of enthusiasm.

The competence leader: There is a competence leader chosen to be in

charge of the growth and development of each area of competence. The

responsibilities are to develop, document, transmit and train the

collaborators within a specific domain. The development should be within

the strategies of the company. The competence leader should be open to

new knowledge within his professional field both from within and outside

the company, which requires a solid professional network.

The personal leader: The personal leader is a professional and personal

support to guide, instruct and inspire the individual collaborator. In the

network organisation the personal leader is defined as someone that teaches

others to lead themselves, which includes tasks such as showing how the

fundamental law of values is applied in practice. Other responsibilities are

to explain the company culture to the collaborator and to state an example

when it comes to openness and ability to share. This person is also the one

that is responsible for recruitment and notices, each personal leader should

not be responsible for more than about 10-12 collaborators at the time.

The organisational leader: This fifth type of leader is the organisation’s

formal leader that satisfies the environment’s demands of a leader. Apart

from this formal position the organisational leader is not hierarchically

superior and by showing this in the organisation, the leader roles should be

given no more status than other important roles in the organisation.

However, since this leader role fulfils the authorities’ picture of a formal
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boss he will get more attention than the other leader roles within the

company. He is responsible for developing a strategy for the company and

making sure that it can be divided into parts for each division, process,

group and individual.

The many types of roles imply that relations go in all directions and that the

collaborators’ relations vary depending on the situation. Leaders in network

organisations should be people that are capable of changing things and at

the same time of being responsible for the totality. It is important to be

prone to risk, to be courageous and adventurous. A network leader must

dare to let collaborators experiment or work in areas that are unknown to

the leader. The leader should be able to handle decentralisation, the

broadened borderlines and the continuous change without feeling chaos and

without worrying about the risk of the company being dissolved. At the

same time the leaders should keep the sense of context in what the

collaborators do and be willing to enter and change direction when

necessary. This is only possible with a well-developed capability to

delegate, combined with a good overview.

3.3.2 Leadership in the Imaginary Organisation

Many of the involvees in an imaginary organisation manage their own

partner relationships and each involvee makes decisions in the own sphere

and together with people in other areas. Especially in small imaginary

organisations there are many individuals who must be their own bosses,

managing themselves and their businesses. Individuals and groups are

expected to perform much of the day-to-day management, which would be

the responsibility of a manager in the formal sense in a conventional
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company. These responsibilities might be division of labour, spreading

information and resolution of conflict.73

The work of the leader in an imaginary organisation differs from that of

their counterparts in hierarchical organisations. In the latter, there is a direct

management and a focus on the resolution of acute problems whereas in an

imaginary organisation focus is rather performance evaluation, resolution

of inter-group conflict and formulation of objectives. Another central duty

of managers in an imaginary organisation is development and maintenance

of competence. There are various methods used e.g. facilitating contact

between different parts of the organisation so that each may get to know

and learn from the other, establishing networks of know-how, appointing

people to assure that know-how is spread. Key words in managing an

imaginary organisation are co-operation and mutual trust and management

is based on knowledge rather than power.74

Running a business is about doing something on a market that creates value

for a customer and at the same time makes profit in order for the company

to survive. There is a need for making choices about directions and ways of

working. Leadership includes architecture, productivity, efficiency and

attraction.75 In this respect imaginary organisations are no different. The

role of the leader enterprise is to create an architecture using a common

vision, develop common ways of working and create attractive relations.

The basis of the architecture of the imaginary organisation is vision,

business concept and strategy with the aim to increase knowledge. Vision

and business concept determine the direction in order to make everyone

efficient and productive. The business concept must be spread and firmly
                                                          
73 Hedberg et al., 1997
74 ibid.
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established and this in turn requires symbols, spokesmen and leaders.

Furthermore, the company must be directed. This implies a need for ideas

about working and ideas about personnel. The concept of how to work

shows how the different parts in the imaginary organisation co-operate,

exchange information, divide tasks etc. The concept of personnel describes

who become co-workers and involvees. It is crucial to be able to handle

problems that jeopardise productivity and profit by changing ways of

working, effecting engagement and developing competence. This is usually

carried out by continuous reconsideration and gradual modifications. The

extension of this work is dependent on how strong different interests are

and how they can be adjusted.

Another crucial aspect of the leading function in an imaginary organisation

is relationships within and outside the organisation. It is crucial to be able

to give everyone what is expected. The main task is to make the company

attractive. The leader must take advantage of and nurture expectations

between different groups and clients both within and outside the

organisation. The imaginary organisation must serve a larger purpose than

just providing salary, a well working product or service etc. It is becoming

more important to also create values like purpose, life quality and

responsibility. The leader must explain and implement the values, culture

and role of the imaginary organisation in society. The aim is to create a

balance between different parties involved.

The three main tasks of the leader: architecture, productivity and

attractiveness need to be differently emphasised depending on in which

phase the company is.

                                                                                                                                                                         
75 Abnor et al., 1993 in Hedberg et al., 1994
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Characteristics of the Leader

In a corporation where networking, accessible information and division of

work based on competence are the main issues, certain characteristics of

the leader are essential. The leader needs to have access to a wide and well-

working network of contacts and must enjoy collaboration. Furthermore, it

is evident to be able to add value by creating and satisfying expectations in

different parts of the organisation.

The competence of the architect is focused on experience from the

surrounding world and from the activity of the organisation. Skills in

creating strategies and in negotiating are crucial. The role of the architect is

most important in the forming of a new imaginary organisation. The role is

usually connected to one person and as the organisation expands this role

extends to include more people. The myth that the strategic development is

connected to the founder may jeopardise the development. It is essential to

know when the creative leadership needs to take a step back in favour for a

more result-oriented leadership. The more result-oriented leader tries to

keep the imaginary organisation and its surroundings intact and makes sure

that the organisation uses its existing resources in an optimal way. The

leader strives for direct and short-term advantages and tries to avoid

insecurity. Strategic architecture is to realise when it is defendable to set

free renewed power and let go of ingrained patterns.

Imaginary organisations must function in society. An important task of the

leader is to build bridges within different parts of the organisation and

between surrounding actors. This task becomes even more important when

the company is knowledge intense. It is not only evident to create attraction

externally but also crucial to build attraction internally. The employees’
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and the involvees’ commitment and competence become more critical for

profit and development than capital. Their commitment and decisions

directly affect the productivity and efficiency of the entire system. The role

of the leader is to make sure that relations and flows of knowledge are kept

open and that they develop.

In the newly formed imaginary organisation it is the founder who must

build and create expectations. However, as the organisation expands,

several participants contribute to the creation of expectations. They become

key participants concerning development of relations

and creation of a common culture.
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4 The Story of Agora

In this chapter we aim at further introducing the reader to Agora, which is a

company consisting of two main activities: The Outplacement programme

which is a programme for managers that have been given notice and

Leadership in balance which is an activity focused on handling stress and

well being for individuals and organisations. This chapter is the result of

three visits and six interviews with people engaged in Agora. We have

interviewed Gunilla Tegell, the founder and CEO and Lotta Dahlin, a full

time employee that previously worked mostly with administrative matters

but today her work has developed towards the role of a project leader and

involves some consulting. Furthermore we have interviewed three of the

consultants that work on contract for the company. All empirical material is

presented jointly in a story about Agora with the aim to give the reader the

most generic picture possible of the company.

4.1 How it all started

Gunilla Tegell founded Agora in 1997 after having been unexpectedly

discharged from her position as marketing manager for a large

pharmaceutical company during the mid 90s. She took part in an

outplacement programme and saw it as a support in order to find a new

career. After five months she found a new job and left the outplacement

programme. She started working for a family company but unfortunately

the company got into financial difficulties and after two years she found

herself without a job again.

During her long time as a professional in trade and industry, particularly in

the pharmaceutical business, Gunilla has created a large network of
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contacts and it did not take long before she was offered to start up an

American subsidiary in Sweden. She accepted and the plans were at an

advanced stage when suddenly she decided that this was not what she

wanted to do. In the last minute she withdrew from the project and decided

that she wanted to do something else. Her experience from being

discharged and also from discharging others told her that it should be

possible to make the process of finding a new job after having been given

notice more bearable and she was of the opinion that it needed

improvement. Therefore she decided to found Agora with the vision that it

is possible to improve the process.

4.2 How Agora Became Reality

Gunilla wanted to test her idea in order to see if there was an interest. A

market analysis was conducted; Gunilla turned to personnel managers in

ten listed companies, explained her vision and her ideas and immediately

saw a great interest. She made reality of her vision and started Agora on

unemployment benefit fund i.e. 10,000 Swedish crowns a month at the

time. This was a major adjustment and challenge for her since she used to

be a highly paid manager in a large company. She exemplified this by

stating:

“I have valued every stamp I put on an envelope in order to be

sure that this particular letter was worth sending.”
Gunilla Tegell

Agora is constituted by contracted consultants who are paid for the number

of hours they actually work at Agora. The contracts state expectations of

the work, not only Gunilla’s but also the consultants’. In the contracts

concerning the Outplacement programme there is a clausal stating that the
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consultants are not allowed to perform this kind of activity anywhere else,

nor do they have the permission to work with head hunting. This clausal is

part of the contracts mainly for ethical reasons. However, the contracts do

not say that Agora will provide a certain number of clients for each

consultant or that the consultants will reserve a certain number of hours for

working at Agora. Gunilla defines the structure of the company as a

network and the main reason for structuring Agora this way was Gunilla’s

limited access to financial resources. She explains:

“How could I possibly employ others when I could hardly

survive myself?”
Gunilla Tegell

However, even if the reason at the beginning was due to the financial

access, Gunilla is of the opinion that this way of working is optimal for

Agora. This structure allows her to engage people with a wide range of

qualities and personalities, which implies that there is great possibility to

achieve a “perfect match” between consultants and client in each case.

However, this implies that there might be times where one consultant is

more occupied than the an other, there is no guarantee that a client is in

need of one specific consultant’s experience and personality. This also

indicates that the time the consultants spend at Agora varies a lot. The

consultants do not perceive this as a large problem, their choice of working

with Agora is deliberate and they are of the opinion that this way of

working is optimal.
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“For me personally, to have a job were I would have to be at the

same place between nine and five every day would be like putting

a bird in a cage, it would be too much of a stereotyped

existence.”
Assar Hansson

The focus for the first two years was marketing, to get respected and

established among personnel managers. Gunilla knew she could not create

a new market but instead the aim was to gain market share. She took the

telephone directory and called Sweden’s 50 largest companies and invited

personnel managers to seminars held at Sturebadet in Stockholm. She only

had the unemployment benefit fund at her disposal and the rent alone for

the breakfast seminars was around 4,000 Swedish crowns, which meant

that she spent half a month’s salary on her seminars. However, she states

that it was worth it, she was determined to attract the right clients, the ones

she wanted, and she knew she had to make some sacrifices. She created and

developed a list of clients and the purpose of the seminars was to be

accepted and respected for what she wanted to contribute with. The third

year was mainly about liquidity and financing and today focus is

expansion. Agora is about to start up in Skåne and the aim is to eventually

engage 8-10 consultants.

A lot of time and effort was put into selecting the consultants; the aim was

to find people with different competence and experience. The possibility of

actually being able to select every person involved is highly appreciated by

Gunilla. When working for a large company there is little possibility to

choose, you find yourself working with people whom you are comfortable

with and others whom you are less comfortable working with.
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The fact that Gunilla has chosen the consultants based on her own values

was expressed by Lotta Dahlin:

“Gunilla handpicked every person within the network because

she had some sort of relation to them, not necessarily personal

but based on trust and confidence.”
Lotta Dahlin

Furthermore, the consultants should be able to work together with the same

client in order to offer the best guidance. One of the criteria for the

selection was that the consultants had their own business; no one was

engaged who was not well established and who could not, in economic

terms, survive without the commissions of Agora. One of the consultants

describes Gunilla’s way of selecting as follows:

“Gunilla has an ability to dare to gather people with different

backgrounds and competence and still make them work together

as a team. Exactly how this magic formula is formulated, I do not

know.”
Assar Hansson

The thorough selection process resulted in a team with broad experience in

managing organisational change, executive coaching and stress and crisis

management. There is experience both of having been given notice and of

having to give notice to personnel as well as of having gone through

different outplacement programmes. The consultants have worked and are

working in the private sector, the public sector, the Swedish church and the

educational sector either in managerial positions or as consultants at

executive level. The consulting mainly concern management and leadership

development, organisational and team development, mental therapy and all
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sorts of coaching. Furthermore, they all have a joint interest in behavioural

science and a focus on the individual. After having set up the team of

consultants the aim was to make them feel as a tight group. Therefore a lot

of time was devoted to group meetings where they all sat down and

discussed objectives and values.

A lot of emphasis is put on the importance of shared values. Gunilla wants

the consultants to feel that they have something to contribute with but also

that they share the values of Agora and the way they work. She has realized

that the basis of values is more important for her choice of consultants than

she originally thought. These shared values are based on people and their

particular needs and wants, which can be enlightened by a quote:

“There is a group consisting of heterogeneous people but we all

have a common interest for personal development and the well

being of all human beings.”
Anna Hallencreutz

4.3 What is Agora?

As mentioned in the introduction, Agora consists of two main activities that

are bound together by the name Agora but that are not in juridical terms

one company. The first activity is the Outplacement programme, which is a

private limited company where Gunilla is the sole proprietor and it consists

of eleven consultants. The other activity is called Leadership in balance and

this is a trading company that Gunilla created in 2001 together with one of

the consultants, Ulla Anderén. She preferred creating a separate company

in order to render joint ownership and thereby joint responsibility possible.

She was not satisfied with the way it worked in the Outplacement

programme concerning shared responsibility and therefore she wanted to
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try something else. One of the reasons for creating Leadership in balance

was a need perceived when working with the Outplacement programme.

One of the modules in the programme is stress management and well being

and the companies involved expressed the need for this also within the

companies, not only for the persons leaving it. Another reason was that

Gunilla wanted to start up another activity since a company that is focused

on only one activity is very fragile. Leadership in balance consists of eight

consultants where six are also part of the Outplacement programme.

Furthermore, there are two people employed at Agora, one full time and

one half time. Lotta who works full time has come to function more as a

project leader for the outplacement programme, her aim is also to work

exclusively within this activity. Petra Hillebom works half time and is

mostly responsible for administrative matters, which are handled jointly for

the two activities.

There is discussion about the future structure of Agora, both concerning

Leadership in balance and Agora Skåne. Leadership in balance cannot

continue being a trading company since this would force Agora to apply

consolidated financial account, something that is rather unnecessary

considering their size. There is still no final solution of how to solve this

but there is a possibility that it will be made a division of Agora.

Concerning Agora Skåne Gunilla owns 50% at the moment but she has not

decided how the future connection with Agora will be.

The consultants describe the structure of Agora somewhat differently. One

of them says that it is a consultant activity based on an initiator; a creator of

ideas and an entrepreneur and this is the role of Gunilla and finally the

consultants. Another description is that this type of organisation does not

exist in the books, it is unique for Agora but it somewhat resembles a
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network. Finally, it is described as a tight network with a very distinct

leader that is held together by some sort of common ambition. However,

they all agree upon the fact that Agora is held together by the shared

values, the interest in the individual, the wish to contribute to society and

the importance of the founder.

The company culture is characterised by openness, trust and freedom with

responsibility and the fact that there is no prestige among the consultants is

emphasised. Everyone has a lot of experience and has worked for a long

time. There is no need to advocate one’s therapy form or to be extreme in

one’s perspective. One of the consultants expresses it as follows:

“We are not here to be the most technically perfect or to come

with the most brilliant theoretical contribution. There is no

competition, the common denominator is that we are here to do

something good for the group we are working with.”
Assar Hansson

The consultants advocate this way of working, they only work with people

they like, in a group where they have confidence and trust in their

colleagues and where they respect each other’s knowledge and work. They

also agree that the people involved are interesting and exciting people to

work with and that they constantly learn from each other. Another feature

of Agora that is highly appreciated is the flexibility and that there is always

something new going on. There is no set structure, however, there are

frames for the two activities but they are constantly changing and

developing.
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As it turned out, they got more assignments on organisational level, which

meant that the frames had to be changed. One of the consultants

summarises his view of structure as follows:

“There is a need for a certain structure and co-ordination but it

is important not to let it become an institution, there can not be a

too distinct structure but it can not be too chaotic, the limit is

thin as a hair.”
Olle Hallgren

4.3.1 The Outplacement Programme

The business concept of the Outplacement programme is to support

executives and specialists who are searching for new employment. Their

philosophy is that the individual is ultimately responsible for his or her

future and Agora is there to create support and challenge with respect,

empathy and directness.

The programme consists of an analysis of the present situation, a stress

profile and career planning for the client. The analysis of the present

situation aims at creating a plan of action for the future. It consists of

reflection and closure of the former employment and also a mapping of

competence with focus on driving forces. Discussion is held about what

leads to work satisfaction, description of career development and what the

individual wants and does not want to develop in his or her professional

role. A concrete plan of action for the future is then formulated. A lot of

emphasis is also put on handling stress and physical condition. When an

individual is between jobs there is usually a gap that creates a situation of

stress. By reflecting conversations and a personal stress profile a plan of
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action is created in order to improve the physical and psychic well being.

Using the personal plan of action, a CV and personal letters are created and

a lot of emphasis is put on mapping and developing the personal network.

Furthermore, Agora offers office facilities e.g. telephone, fax, conference

room in order to create “a normal place of work”. The consultants’ work

with the clients also takes place within the premises of Agora. Lotta Dahlin

follows the clients in their work, has follow-up meetings and is responsible

for the co-ordination of the work between the consultants. One of the

consultants states that in a way Lotta is the most important person within

the Outplacement Programme.

The most common procedure when getting the assignments is that

personnel managers get in contact with Gunilla when they are about to give

notice to employees. Gunilla schedules a first unbiased meeting with the

potential client, the person noticed, with the purpose of getting a picture of

the potential benefits for both parties. The client’s needs are evaluated and

if the commission is accepted she appoints two or three suitable consultants

to work with this client. She states that her experience is invaluable

concerning the evaluation of an individual and to understand how the

person is feeling, what he or she is in need of. The consultants are satisfied

with this procedure and agree upon the fact that she is the most suitable for

this mission.

 The strategy for selecting consultants is strongly focused on needs and the

view of the individual is holistic and the individual’s process is seen in its

fullest context. This results in a greater sense of self-worth and self-esteem

for the clients. After having set up a team of consultants they sit down with

the client and work out a plan, a strategy of how to proceed. Each solution

is individually based and predetermined concepts are not the distinguishing

mark of Agora. At the moment, 30 people are taking part in the
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Outplacement programme and Agora has room for 38, which means that it

is still possible to engage a few more.

The co-ordination is rather linked to the specific assignment where the

consultants involved in a certain client meet before, during and after the

assignment. Since most consultants have other commissions outside Agora

they do not spend time at Agora when they do not have clients.

One of the consultants stated that this way of working could sometimes be

seen as a shattering force since the consultants mostly meet only when

working with the same clients. There is a wish among the consultants to

meet more often, to have follow-up meetings more frequently. Gunilla, on

the other hand is of a different opinion. She thinks that work in this part of

Agora functions without constant guidance. They used to have meetings

once a month where they all sat down and discussed the situation, how

work proceeded and how everyone was feeling. They also had guidance

meetings once a month, which everyone attended. However, as the number

of assignments increased there was no longer enough time for the monthly

meetings. Today they have “Agora-days” twice a year, once during the fall

and once during the spring and the aim with the guidance meetings is that

they should take place irregularly but recurrent.

4.3.2 Leadership in Balance

This newer part of Agora is seen as a separate activity but based on the

same forces and the same values as the Outplacement programme. It

consists of working with stress management within management teams and

it was created during the fall 2001. In the beginning most assignments

where on an individual level but as time has passed there has been an
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increasing number of assignments on organisational level and this in turn

has led to that the frames for the ways of working have changed.

The purpose of this activity is to increase leaders’ and managers’

consciousness concerning stress and the consequences of stress for their

leadership and for the organisation. Leadership in balance also aims at

supporting managers and the development of strategies in order to affect

and reduce stress. Their philosophy is the same as for the Outplacement

programme; a holistic view of the individual but here focus is put on the

co-ordination between the leader, the organisation and the surrounding

environment. The first step is to map the situation of the leader; this is

conducted through a series of conversations with the aim to propose a plan

of action. Thereafter, the manager decides whether to continue on his own

or take part in one of the two programmes “To lead yourself” and “To lead

others”. There is a possibility to combine the two in order to illuminate

both perspectives. Both programmes include a combination of coaching,

the stress profile and physical well being. If it concerns a whole

organisation, focus is also put on mapping company culture, values and

communication.

Assignments for Leadership in balance are achieved in a similar way as

those in the Outplacement programme, it is Gunilla who has the key-role

and in most cases is in contact with the company. The way of working,

however, is somewhat different from the Outplacement programme. When

the programme is directed towards a whole company focus is education. In

order to make these groups function, a project leader is appointed, either by

Gunilla or someone volunteers and in cases where the group of clients is

large it is divided into smaller groups with two or three consultants

responsible for each group. However, the project leader is only responsible
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for the actual project and not other matters e.g. administration. This is

mainly due to the fact that the consultants spend most of their time outside

the premises of Agora.

The consultants meet more frequently than in the Outplacement

programme. The reason for this is due to the fact that Leadership in balance

is newly formed and there is a need to work with basic questions

concerning the activity and the quality of the work. It is the same process as

when the Outplacement programme was formed. Gunilla is of the opinion

that her perception of the quality of the work is coherent with that of the

consultants. However, concerning quality of e.g. marketing, material for

presentations and the maintenance of contacts the perceptions vary. Gunilla

states that she is more exacting than the consultants.

Presently there is no person responsible for the co-ordination of the

activities within Leadership in balance. However, the aim is to employ a

project leader who will have the same responsibilities as Lotta.

Even if those who are part of both networks see the two activities as

separate there does not seem to be a problem concerning working in the

two networks at the same time. The larger part of the administration is

handled jointly and the fundamental values and the basic ideas are the same

for both activities. However, a separation, also in terms of physical space is

advocated; today one corridor is mainly outplacement and the other

Leadership in balance.

“It should be made clear both for clients and the people within

Agora that the Outplacement programme and Leadership in

balance are two separate activities, two legs that Agora rests on.”
Lotta Dahlin
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4.4 Who is the leader?

The consultants agree upon the fact that Gunilla is a great entrepreneur and

enthusiast and Agora’s obvious and natural leader. She is the initiator and

the person who realises the ideas. One of the consultants describes her role

as initiator with a metaphor:

“Gunilla bakes the flan case, she decides what stuffing to put in,

we then add the strawberries, the raspberries and some

chocolate which means the topping of the cake.”
Assar Hansson

Gunilla herself is also convinced that no one else can take her role as the

leader within Agora. First of all she is the owner and second, she is the one

with most experience concerning leadership. Furthermore, her ability to

find and choose the right people is emphasised by everyone, one of the

consultants call it a divine gift and that she has a sixth sense for gathering

people who are different but who collaborate well. One of the consultants

describes Gunilla’s qualities as:

“A mix between intuition and a good flair for business on one hand

and a love of adventure and having both feet on the ground on

the other.”
Olle Hallgren

Gunilla’s leadership has to a large extent developed during the years. It has

been very much based on listening to the consultants, what they think and

how they want to work and shape the business idea. She listens and makes

sure that everyone gets to express his or her opinion. Gunilla is very

enthusiastic and personally involved and she wants to know how everyone
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is doing etc. It is not a leadership where she gives the directives and the

consultants obey.

Gunilla has noticed that the consultants today prioritise working for Agora

something that she thinks is of great importance. One of the reasons for

this, both according to Gunilla and the consultants, is her leadership. They

work well together, she emphasises openness and frankness and she is very

clear and honest about what is going on and how she feels and what she

expects and what she finds difficult. She summarises the characteristics of

how it works as follows:

“I try to be open, frank and honest and the consultants act in the

same way. Simply put, there is no beating about the bush.”
Gunilla Tegell

When it comes to new ideas Gunilla is usually the one preparing the idea

and then sets up a meeting where everyone is given the possibility to

express their opinions and further develop the idea. Once she has presented

the idea to the group she allows a lot of freedom and she does not control

the consultants, she does not pull in one direction if the group pulls in

another. According to the consultants this is very important.

“We are the tools that perform the work and we need to feel as the

proprietors, feel that we have processed the contents, feel

comfortable with it.”
Anna Hallencreutz
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Even if Gunilla is usually the initiator she also strongly emphasises the

importance of letting everyone feel free to express him or herself and she

encourages ideas and initiatives.

“If I have an idea that I present to Gunilla she says: - Yes that

sounds good, on condition that you realise it of course…. This is

also one of the reasons that has made it possible for me to

become project leader.”
Lotta Dahlin

However, one of the consultants comment upon the fact that sometimes

Gunilla has more control than she should since sometimes she goes through

the ideas too thoroughly before she presents them to the group. It is nothing

that hinders the activities but there is a common perception that parts of it

can be diminished over time, the group could be more responsible for

ideas. However, the consultants agree that Gunilla is the person most

qualified to test the qualities of the ideas and judge whether they could

work or not.

The situation today is that Gunilla is responsible for an enormous

workload. Her aim is that 1/3 of her time should concern the actual work,

1/3 leadership and personnel questions and 1/3 should be focused on

questions concerning the future. The more she has reflected on

management and her role as a leader the more she has understood what she

wants.
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Her aim is that everyone should take more responsibility concerning all

other parts and not only the actual consulting. She defines her ultimate

network as:

“We share all work and we take different responsibilities and

these can change over time, but we all feel that we are doing this

together without having one person doing all the boring stuff.”
Gunilla Tegell

In the view of the consultants the fact that Gunilla is the sole proprietor of

Agora Outplacement has been defused, they do not think about the fact that

she is the owner. When being asked about the feelings about the ownership

one of the consultants answered:

“I was about to say, I did not even know it was that way, hm…

but of course it is!”
Olle Hallgren

According to the consultants, this view has got a lot to do with the fact that

Gunilla has always been very open concerning the financial situation, she

always informs everyone about what is going on and therefore everyone

feels that they are part of the organisation.

“There are no secrets. If I want to know something, I ask her and

she gives me the information.”
Assar Hansson
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The primary problem the consultants perceive with Gunilla as sole

proprietor is that she carries an enormous workload. They agree that she is

very competent and capable but sometimes she waits too long before

turning to someone else. The consultants are aware of the problem and

together with Gunilla they are trying to find a solution:

“We are working on a plan in order to relieve the pressure on

her.”

Assar Hansson

Gunilla reflects a lot on how to lead what she calls a network. She brought

her behaviour and attitude with her from previous employment and as it

turned out, her role has changed. Her reflections led to a major change for

Agora. A year and a half ago she felt that something was wrong, she had a

feeling that the consultants were not committed enough. They did a good

job while they were there but since they did not spend any other time at

Agora Gunilla felt that they did not care about anything but the actual

consulting. The more the company expanded the more it affected the

bindings between the consultants and her. The words give and take started

to occur more frequently in her head. She felt that she was the one giving

all the time, she found the clients, she set up meetings, the consultants got

everything on a silver platter and she did not even get paid for it. There was

no balance in their company culture.

She thinks that the main reason for her reaction is that she was used to

work in a traditional company where the company gives whereas the

employee takes. At Agora the consultants are not employees therefore

Gunilla did not expect the situation to be the same and yet this is exactly

what happened. She decided that she did not want to run her company like
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that and therefore she gathered the consultants, explained her reflections

and thoughts and in the end she cancelled all the contracts. She explained

that she did not want to do everything else and get less paid for that and for

her idea. She explained the financial situation and said that there was no

balance. However, she was very clear concerning the fact that she was

satisfied with the work of the consultants but not with her situation. Finally,

she offered new contracts where she lowered their salary by 35%, they all

signed. As it turned out, she was right about her feeling that something was

wrong and the wage level of the consultants was not appropriate in relation

to her own. The fact that she cancelled all the contracts was never

perceived as dramatic from the consultants’ point of view, it was more a

formality. One of the consultants expressed it as follows:

“If Gunilla had not been satisfied with our work she would have

said so, she would not have made that detour with the contracts.

Again, we talk with each other, not about each other.”
Assar Hansson

Furthermore, she sees a problem concerning the leadership in Leadership in

balance. The problem at the moment is that Gunilla finds it hard to create a

shared responsibility. She sees that everyone is trying but it still is not

working in the way that she wants. She states that she has even considered

giving up this part but at the same time the assignments are streaming in.
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However, the views about this matter vary somewhat. The consultants say

that in Leadership in balance there is a shared leadership between Gunilla

and Ulla and this is also a way of reliving some of the pressure.

“The work is also more professional in that Gunilla should not

be so overloaded with work, it is more often decided beforehand

what we are going to do.”
Anna Hallencreutz

4.5 Views of the Future

A lot of work and discussion is focused on how and to what extent Agora

should expand. They all agree that there is still some potential to grow, but

the question is how much. The view of the consultants is that it is a matter

of the maximum number of consultants in order to maintain the business

concept of Agora. It also depends on how much each consultant wants to

work with Agora. One of the consultants summarises it as follows:

”Being as loosely coupled as it is, Agora cannot have too many

wild horses that are committed elsewhere and that does not have

Agora as the home stable, then it will become too difficult to keep

it together.”
Olle Hallgren

Another consultant expresses that the inner circle cannot be too large, there

may be other circles outside and around but the inner circle is important to

maintain. However, one of the consultants emphasises that the group must

not be static. They all agree that the process when Agora some time ago

engaged four new consultants was smooth and easy. Concerning

engagement of new consultants Gunilla does not ask the consultants, it is
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her judgement and the consultants are of the opinion that this procedure is

working well. These four new consultants have become a great asset to the

group, and they think that this to a large extent is a matter of Gunilla’s

qualities and experience of knowing whom to engage. One of the

consultants expressed:

” With certain reservation I would say that it is important that

we have a string around the inner group but it should be like an

elastic band, that way there is possibility to extend it here and

there but it is not possible to engage an endless number or the

elastic band will break.”
Anna Hallencreutz

According to the consultants, a prerequisite for accepting more consultants

is that the group sits down again and discusses shared values, why a certain

person wants to be a part of Agora etc. One of the consultants said that if

one does not feel part of the group the interest for the group diminishes and

it would be sad to loose colleagues because of these reasons.

Compared to the consultants Lotta Dahlin has another view concerning the

limit of expansion. She refers to the number of clients since she spends all

her day at Agora. When the company some time ago exceeded 20 clients

she felt that it exceeded her limit for expansion. She could not be available

to the same extent and was not able to keep all clients and the information

about them accessible in her mind in the same way. However, since another

person was employed half time to handle administrative matters, Lotta is of

the opinion that the limit has somewhat extended and that it is still possible

to engage a few more clients in order to maintain the values and the

business concept of Agora.
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The consultants also perceive that there are certain risks linked to

expansion. They emphasise that they all need to keep in mind and

understand what is specific for Agora, and with an increased

understanding, the concept of the activity will further develop. One

example is that Agora is characterised by openness, and the consultants

state that there is a need to constantly work with this in order to avoid

turning into something else, forgetting their basic values. In order to

achieve this everyone needs to be attentive to these signs and as soon as

they are perceived they need to be handled.

One of the consultants is of the opinion that it would be possible to grow to

the double size, but that would imply an increased number of modules and

a sending and control mechanism that reaches everyone. There is, however,

a distinct resistance towards mass production since everyone is so

concerned about the well being of the individual and mass production

would imply a much narrower view of the individual. This fear was

expressed as follows:

“There is also a risk with the expansion in that the client might

become more of a project, like a flap in a folder.”
Lotta Dahlin
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5 Analysis

In this chapter we will use our theoretical framework and empirical

findings in order to analyse our case company and find information that

will help us answer the questions posed in the problem definition and by

that achieve our purpose. The analysis consists of two parts. We have

chosen to structure the first part after the story of Agora in order to make it

easy for the reader to follow and also to make the analysis as complete as

possible. We will start by analysing the creation of Agora with the help

Hedberg’s theory about imaginary organisations where the reader follows

Agora from its founding. This will be followed by a discussion concerning

the structure of Agora using both Hedberg’s and Bendix & Dalsaard’s

theories in order to be able to describe the structure in a satisfying way. The

second part consists of an analysis of the leadership in Agora. We will start

by analysing the leadership in general applying both Hedberg et al. and

Bendix & Dalsgaars description of leadership, this will be followed by an

analysis of the decisive qualities of the founder. Finally we will discuss and

analyse the shared leader roles within Agora.

5.1 The Creation of Agora

When Gunilla in 1997 decided to found Agora she had a clear vision of

what she wanted to create and what she wanted to contribute with. She was

determined to create an organisation that would be able to help people who

had been given notice and she wanted this process to be as smooth as

possible. This implies, in line with Hedberg et al., that her focus was clear.

Furthermore, she was determined and she believed in her idea, which

indicates a strong act of will. However, in the beginning she had no one

else to turn to, it was her idea and she was alone in creating her company.
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To her, everything was clear but she needed someone to help her realise it

and therefore it became important to be able to create an overall picture of

what she wanted to do. When she contacted the consultants it was

important that she could, in a comprehensive way, explain her vision,

which is in line with Hedberg’s argument that when an overall picture is

created some things become comprehensive, and a new balance is put into

place. In our opinion this was one of the most crucial stages in the process

of creating Agora. If she had not been able to create an overall picture she

would not have succeeded in attracting the consultants. She clearly has an

ability to mediate her message making the consultants interested in her

idea. According to Hedberg et al. an imaginary organisation is built on

participation and synergies from external actors. In this context, the

external actors are the consultants. There seems to be a strong bond

between everyone involved in Agora and they all feel committed to

contribute with their knowledge and competence, and in our opinion this is

a clear sign of participation.

According to Hedberg et al. the imaginary organisation is created by

certain elements. When applying this to our case we state that in the

Outplacement programme Gunilla can be seen as the imaginator since she

is the one that created the company; she wants to achieve something and

she has formulated a map over how her ideas should be put into action.

Furthermore, we are of the opinion that her experience from previous

employments, the fact that she is well aware of what it means to give notice

to people and to be given notice is crucial. She also has an ability to choose

the right people who share the same values and who co-operate well. We

find that this implies that she has a strong image of her core competence

and its importance to the company.
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Concerning Leadership in balance we are of the opinion that the

circumstances are somewhat different. Here we see both Gunilla and Ulla

as imaginators since Leadership in balance was jointly created. However,

Gunilla came up with the idea after having seen a need among the

companies they were working with and she proposed her idea to Ulla. It

stands to reason that even if the idea came from Gunilla Leadership in

balance would not have been created if her partner had not been interested.

Therefore we argue that there are two imaginators in this activity but our

perception is that it is still Gunilla who is seen as the leader by the

consultants. Hedberg et al. state that the unit of the imaginator is called the

leader enterprise and in our case the leader enterprise is Agora, both for the

Outplacement programme and Leadership in balance. Even if they are

juridically separated the two activities are still formed under the same name

and with the same basic values. According to Hedberg’s theory the

consultants then complemented the core competence; they are not

employed by the company but serve as outside partners who collaborate

with each other and with Agora.

However, this is where we do not completely agree with Hedberg et al. and

their image of the imaginary system. We are of the opinion that in the case

of Agora the consultants are much stronger linked both to the core

competence and to the leader enterprise than is shown by the image of

Hedberg et al. The consultants were engaged at an earlier stage in the

process than described by Hedberg et al. We see the consultants as part of

the core competence and not only a complement. The consultants are

linked to Agora by shared values and their interest in the individual and the

company would not be able to function without these factors. Furthermore,

since the consultants are hand picked by Gunilla, they are not that easily

replaced, it is not possible to engage just anyone; this has been done
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through a thorough process based on certain criteria. Therefore, we have

created our own image of the imaginary system and the discussion can be

summarised as follows:

                          Consultants

Fig.5.1: The imaginary system of Agora, (source: Own creation)

After having set up the team of consultants, the aim was to attract the right

clients, the ones Gunilla wanted to work with. According to Hedberg et al.

this is called defining customer base. Furthermore, she had drawn up the

guidelines for the Outplacement programme but since it is individually

based, the role of the consultants is extremely important. It was not only

Gunilla who formed the basis for delivering and implementing her idea.

She attracts the clients and sets up the team of consultants most appropriate

for each client, however, it is the consultants who help create how the

service can best be delivered to the clients. Therefore, we state that the

delivery system and also the methods of communicating with customers are

formed and carried out by Gunilla in collaboration with the consultants.

According to Hedberg et al. the final step in the process is to create a

production system in order to deliver demanded goods and services. We are

of the opinion that for Agora this step is passed at an earlier stage. Hedberg

et al. mean that this is when one or several partners or companies are linked

together in a network directed by the leader enterprise. In the case of Agora

the consultants constitute the network and this has been put in place from

Agora

Consultants
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the start. It should also be noted that Gunilla’s personal network is of great

importance for Agora and this network was created long before Agora and

is still under development. Therefore, we state that the order in which

Hedberg et al. have structured the formation of the imaginary system is not

applicable to Agora. Instead we find that the third step, creating a

production system, is put in place before the second, defining customer

base. The main argument for this is that the network of consultants was

created when Gunilla had presented her idea, i.e. at a much earlier stage

and has only been complemented since.

When an imaginary system has been put into place there is a question of

how to keep it together. A traditional company is mainly held together by

capital, law and agreements. In the case of Agora, there are agreements

between the company and the consultants in the form of contracts but this

is not the main reason for neither joining the company in the first place nor

for remaining. In line with Hedberg's theory, we find the business concept

and the vision formulated by Gunilla to be of great importance for keeping

Agora together. The consultants are all doing something they enjoy and

they are working for something they believe in. They have the common

view of the individual and they are there to help and guide in the best way

possible using shared competence. We are of the opinion that it is the

abilities of the leader that has made this possible. Gunilla has carefully

chosen the consultants where the main criteria are their consulting

competence and an interest in behavioural science. However, it can be

questioned whether this way of recruiting is the best way if the aim is to

find people who are not only skilful concerning consulting but also

concerning matters as e.g. marketing and administration.
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With certain reservation we state that the discussion above imply that

Agora can be seen as an imaginary system. The reservation is mainly

concerned with the consultants and their importance to Agora. First of all

we are of the opinion that the consultants that can be seen as a network of

partners according Hedberg et al. are much stronger linked to the company

and play a more important role than described in Hedberg’s theory. Second,

we state that the order of the process of the formation of the imaginary

system that Hedberg et al. describe is not applicable to Agora since the

group of consultants was put into place when the company was founded.

Furthermore, it can be questioned whether the structure of Agora can be

described and explained by applying Hedberg’s theory of imaginary

systems or Bendix & Dalsgaard’s theory of the network organisation, or if

it in fact can be seen as a mix between the two. Therefore, this discussion

will be held in the following section.

5.2 The Structure of Agora

In the beginning Gunilla formulated a business concept and she also built a

clientele. Since Agora is a newly formed organisation using imaginary

thinking already from the start we find that Hedberg’s use of patterns for

creation can be applied. Gunilla can here be seen as the spider in the web.

She has created an organisation with a clientele, a base of partners, which

in this case is constituted by the consultants, own competence but also the

competence of the team. She has also formed systems for co-ordination but

here we are of the opinion that there is a difference between the

Outplacement programme and Leadership in balance. The first is more

established, there is a project leader handling administrative matters as well

as some consulting. We also claim that the project leader has a central role

in the co-ordination system since she is the one that meets with both the

clients and the consultants. She has an extensive knowledge and
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understanding concerning the clients and their situations and she also

follows them in their daily struggle and development. Furthermore, she

talks and meets with the consultants not only when they come in to Agora

to meet with clients but also over the phone when co-ordinating meetings.

This implies that she has an invaluable overall insight.

Bendix & Dalsgaard use the metaphor of a kaleidoscope in order to

describe the structure of the network organisation. It concerns a certain

number of actors in various constellations. We find that this metaphor can

also explain how Agora undertakes constant change and development.

Depending on the task, the consultants are divided into numerous groups

that are formed and dissolved as work is completed. This is the working

procedure in both activities within Agora. At the same time there is a quite

clear structure and many activities are concentrated around Gunilla. She is

responsible for practically all marketing and the commissions come in

through her. Gunilla is also the person who assigns consultants for each

client and judges when it is suitable for the organisation to contract more

consultants.

It can be questioned whether this focus in ways of working is flexible to the

extent that the network organisation advocates. At the same time the

consultants argue that this is the most suitable way of working and that it in

no way hinders the quality of the work. This implies that there are no

organisational bindings hindering the most adapted methods of working, all

in line with Bendix & Dalsgaard’s description of the network organisation.

Work is adapted to the actual conditions existing within the company. Both

the consultants and Gunilla find that she is the most qualified person when

conducting these tasks, which is why she continues to do so. However, this

was not Gunilla’s aim at the beginning, neither with the Outplacement
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programme nor with Leadership in balance. She wished for a more equal

distribution of responsibilities and maybe even rotation in terms of areas of

responsibilities. The fact of appointing Lotta as the project leader of the

Outplacement programme is also a step away from the initial ambition to

share all responsibilities. We find that there might be a risk with settling for

this one way of working, since it might decrease the company’s strive to

constantly develop and improve. This in turn would imply that the

organisation becomes less flexible in adapting to changing demands, which

in turn implies moving away from one of the cornerstones of the network

organisation, namely flexibility. Furthermore we perceive a risk in the

strong concentration around Gunilla, since she in terms of contact with

contractors is the only contact to the market. This renders the company

fragile, the company would suffer if she for some reason would not be able

to work and attract new customers for some time.

In Leadership in balance there is no equivalent co-ordinator. According to

us and also according to Gunilla, this part of the organisation is not

working in a satisfying way and something needs to be done in order to

improve the co-ordination. The aim is to employ a new project leader for

this part, giving him or her the same position as the project leader in the

Outplacement programme, something that seems reasonable but it will also

have certain consequences. It implies e.g. that a part of the basic idea will

disappear in order to decrease frustration among the consultants and for

Gunilla.

On the other hand, we are of the opinion that the bindings, i.e. the

contracts, between the various parties within the organisation intensify the

fact that Agora would be a network organisation. Even if Bendix &

Dalsgaard do not develop and in our opinion do not to a satisfying extent
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treat these bindings we state that they are important in order to describe the

organisation. The reason for this argument is that the contracts between

Agora and the consultants offer great flexibility. The fact that there are no

fixed hours decided on either behalf provides flexibility both for the

consultants and for Agora as an organisation. It offers the possibility to

engage the most suitable consultant for each assignment, implying putting

the actual task in focus. In fact, we find that the contractual form of work is

one of the most significant factors implying that Agora is a network

organisation. At the same time we find it to be a shattering force that

prevents the organisation from becoming a true network organisation where

all responsibilities are dispersed. According to us the loose bindings and

the fact that the consultants spend little time at Agora, except for when

working with clients, imply that they do not take responsibility for tasks

that are not directly linked to their work with clients. Gunilla and the two

employees on the other hand, are stronger linked to Agora and spend most

of their time there. This indicates that such matters indirectly becomes their

responsibility.

Even if we state that the ways of working might not be flexible to the

extent that the network organisation advocates we still find that the way

work proceeds at Agora is highly flexible. This statement is based on the

fact that, apart from the broad frames within which the activities take place,

there are no stereotyped models. Both the Outplacement programme and

the projects within Leadership in balance are tailored for each client, in

terms of content as well as of consultants. Even these frames are changed

whenever there is need. One example of this is how the frames within

Leadership in balance were changed when it turned out that they got more

assignments on organisational than on individual level. This flexible way of

working has, as Bendix & Dalsgaard argue, enabled an openness to change
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for the consultants. We find that Agora does, in terms of the actual work

with clients, regulate, develop or reject structures according to the need.

There is a wish to keep a certain structure and co-ordination within the

company, without letting it become an institution. We find that this

statement signifies openness to change and continuous improvement. It

makes the tailoring of the product for each client possible.

The discussion above indicates that because of the bindings between the

different parties and the flexibility, the structure of Agora can be seen as a

network organisation. However, as discussed in the beginning, Hedberg’s

patterns for creation can also be applied. Since Agora, or rather Gunilla,

has created a concept and established a clientele and has then engaged the

consultants with the aim to distribute the service offered by Agora we state

that the pattern of Agora is a united front towards the market. According to

Hedberg et al., however, this type of pattern refers to companies such as

McDonald’s and GANT, which cannot be placed on an equal footing with

Agora. Nevertheless, we state that when the consultants are seen as others

being engaged in order to implement the concept of Agora this is the

pattern most applicable. Even if the structure of Agora can be explained by

applying Hedberg’s pattern united front towards the market we claim that

there are certain characteristics that need to be investigated and analysed in

order to be able to determine if Agora can be seen as a network

organisation as well. Therefore, discussion concerning these characteristics

will be held in the next section.

5.3 The Characteristics of Agora

When viewing the structure of Agora there are some things that align with

the network organisation and some that do not. Bendix & Dalsgaard state

that this is possible since network organisations can be of very different
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size and structure. However, in order to be one at all, a company needs to

comply with its six characteristics.

The fundamental law of values: All involved in Agora stress the holistic

view of the individual and the wish to contribute with something to society.

This facilitates the work of getting everyone to strive towards the same

goal. The consultants emphasise the openness within Agora and that they

talk with each other and not about each other. The fact that it is highly

emphasised that everyone should express is also something that we see as a

clear sign of openness in the company culture of Agora. Furthermore, the

process of helping, guiding to ameliorate the situation for a person/persons

is rendered more easy by the fact that there is no desire for prestige or

maintaining one’s position no matter what. Everyone knows the borders

within which it is accepted to move and feels the power to be a part of the

development of these borderlines. Based on this discussion we find that

there is a clear fundamental law of values within Agora. In a way the

fundamental law of values is the reason for which Agora exists. Without

the sharing of the values we do not think that it would be possible to run

Agora. This is also an important factor when Agora is about to start up in

Skåne. There is a necessity that a lot of work is put into creating the value-

basis of the company.

Decentralisation: At Agora working groups are constructed according to

each assignment and decisions are made directly in the small entities where

the actual problem-solving takes place. According to Bendix & Dalsgaard’s

definition this organisation out of commissions is a sign of decentralisation.

At Agora we find this to be true concerning the actual work with the

clients, each consultant is very competent, responsible and free in his or her

work and the results are satisfactory to both Agora and the clients.

However, in a network organisation the aim is to achieve a complete
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distribution of power, which implies the responsibility of each collaborator

and it can be argued whether this is the case in Agora. We consider Agora

to be decentralised in the sense that the consultants have large

responsibility concerning the clients, they are free to handle these matters

as they see fit. However, Gunilla is the one making all decisions, something

that we perceive as lack of decentralisation. Our main argument for this is

that she states that her view of the ultimate way of working in a network

should be characterised by the sharing of all work where everyone has

different responsibilities that can change over time. Hence, her idea aligns

with Bendix & Dalsgaard’s characteristic decentralisation but as it turns out

this is not the way work proceeds at Agora.

Compound leader roles: This characteristic of the network organisation

will be discussed and analysed in 5.6.

Flexible borderlines of the organisation: Within Agora there are not many

borderlines, it is characterised by the absence of prestige where everyone

takes advantage of each other and helps developing both the products and

themselves. Emphasis is put on personal development, both for those

within Agora and their clients. This leads to reflection and there is a

constant ambition to contribute with something valuable. We find that this

ambition and attitude are part of the fundamental law of values, affect the

whole process and are of importance to the clients. This also renders

possible the joint development of the program for both Outplacement and

Leadership in balance between the consultants and the client. However, one

borderline that can be perceived is the one between the Outplacement

programme and Leadership in balance, both in terms of co-ordination and

physical space. Even though most administration is handled jointly

everyone makes clear that the two are separate activities.
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Furthermore, we find Agora to be very open to the external environment

and the borderlines of the company are rather woolly. This statement is

based on both the organisation’s adaptability to the environment and the

extensive interchange of information. However, we find that this is

principally due to Gunilla, she is the person who constantly attempts to

develop Agora by including the most interesting knowledge. This can also

be exemplified through the fact that within the premises and brand of

Agora there are several activities that coexist. Apart from the two main

activities, Gunilla’s private network is of great significance since it

contributes to attracting clients and it also helped her when selecting the

consultants. These flexible borderlines can also be seen from another

perspective. All consultants have their own companies and accept various

assignments outside Agora, which could be viewed as a sign of flexibility

since they exchange knowledge with outside partners.

High degree of internal reciprocal dependence: One of the main reasons

the consultants state for being part of Agora is the possibility to personal

development. This is to a large extent achieved through their colleagues,

people they trust and respect for their professional knowledge and

fundamental values. The culture is characterised by the lack of prestige and

everyone contributes with their core competence, which adds up to a

generic picture. We find that this is a sign that the reciprocal dependence

between the consultants is clear at Agora. On the other hand, it can be

argued whether it is in fact dependence, since it implies that the

collaborator needs to seek information and inspiration from others in order

to develop work. We find that since all consultants work with other

assignments outside Agora they also have other opportunities to seek

inspiration for work. Hence, in a way we argue that the reciprocal
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dependence at Agora could rather be called reciprocal interest in

contributing and developing.

Transparency: The consultants stress the fact that they always feel that they

have access to all information, whenever there is something that they

question they can ask Gunilla and she will give them the information.

Gunilla also states that her aim is to be open, frank and honest and that the

consultants act in the same way. In case of uncertainties and when

something is not clear it is discussed. We find that the main reason that

makes this possible is that openness is a large part of the fundamental law

of values. However, we also perceive a factor rendering this transparency

difficult. The consultants spend very little time at Agora, apart from the

actual time they are working with their clients, e.g. in the Outplacement

programme the former monthly meetings now only occur twice a year

during the “Agora days”. This implies that most communication, except

concerning the actual assignments, is over the phone or through Lotta.

5.4 Leadership in Agora

According to Hedberg et al. co-operation and mutual trust are put in focus

in the imaginary organisation, this also seems to be the case in Agora.

Gunilla plays a decisive role in the company’s leadership and she

emphasises the fact that everyone should feel free to express. As discussed

above, the consultants also have access to all information when needed, we

find that this indicates a large trust between the leader and the involvees.

Furthermore, a lot of emphasis is put on communication and this in turn

improves co-operation. At Agora there are no secrets and information flows

from all parts of the organisation. They also have meetings where the

consultants have the opportunity to describe how they are progressing with

a client, implying that everyone knows what is going on. Furthermore,
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Gunilla is very open concerning the financial situation making the

consultants feel they are part of the organisation. Therefore, according to

us, communication and information spreading is not only focused on

Gunilla but also on the consultants. Furthermore, we state that Lotta has an

important role in information sharing since she is the one meeting with

both consultants and clients. She also has a strong link to Gunilla implying

that Lotta is actually the one who has access to a large part of both the

external and internal information and she is also the one mediating large

parts of it.

This openness and information sharing implies that there is little space for

misunderstandings and conflicts. We find that there is a preference for an

open and frank discussion about what is appreciated and not, rather than

keeping it to oneself. Based on this discussion we argue that the

participants are not risk averse and whenever there is conflict between the

consultants they handle this themselves. This is in line with the theory

about leadership in the imaginary organisation which states that individuals

and groups are expected to be responsible for e.g. resolution of conflict

themselves, something that in a conventional company would be handled

by a manager in the formal sense. If the conflict concerns other parties such

as Gunilla they also talk about it. One example of this is when Gunilla

cancelled all the contracts with the consultants. She felt that something was

not right but she was not aware of exactly what is was. This was

appreciated by the consultants and even though it was quite a large change

in terms of compensation it was never perceived as something dramatic.

According to us this was also made possible by the mutual trust.

As opposed to the traditional way of direct control through fixed schedules

and employment descriptions, Bendix & Dalsgaard argue that in the
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network organisation this is achieved through an aspiration for achieving

goals. Each member is responsible for realistic goals, they act to achieve

them and call for help if there are any obstacles on the way of reaching

them. However, this does not seem to be working satisfactorily at Agora.

There is a gap between what Gunilla thinks should be the goal for each

member and what they aim to achieve themselves. The quality of the actual

consulting is at a very satisfying level but Gunilla also wants the

consultants to take more responsibility concerning administrative and co-

ordination matters, attracting new customers and the daily work. Everyone

is aware of this and discussion has been held about how to solve this

problem. According to Hedberg et al., many of the involvees in an

imaginary organisation manage their own relationships and make decisions

in their own sphere. This is also the case in Agora, where the consultants

have businesses of their own which for some of them includes making

decisions and developing relations. Considering this fact we find it a bit

peculiar that they seem to be so inexperienced in handling administrative

matters, including marketing and nurturing contacts with contractors. We

see two possible reasons for this.

The first is that the consultants are quite simply uninterested in these

matters and have managed to run their own businesses anyway, with the

help from someone else or by doing only what is necessary. Joining one ore

several companies like Agora may in fact be a deliberate choice made by

the consultants in order to avoid these activities and a reason for staying at

Agora. We are of the opinion that this to a certain extent is true for the

consultants at Agora, it is not a decisive factor but rather an indirect reason

linked to comfort. However, we are of the opinion that distinction has to be

made between the core activities and other activities in Agora.

Administration is not a core activity and can without further consequences
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be centralised and carried out by employed project leaders or

administrative personnel. The marketing and attraction of new clients on

the other hand, are according to us part of the core activities and evident for

the survival of Agora. Because of this we find it surprising that the

consultants do not take more responsibility for this matter. We argue that as

long as this is not performed by the consultants Gunilla will not be able to

achieve her ultimate network organisation with completely dispersed

responsibilities. Shared responsibilities becomes even more important as

the organisation expands and focus needs to be on the shared values and

core competencies.

The second reason is that Gunilla’s demands of quality, concerning i.e.

administrative, co-ordination and marketing matters, are not coherent with

those of the consultants. She has her way of handling certain matters and

she wants the consultants to handle them in the same way. We argue that

this implies that the only way of solving this problem is that Gunilla

focuses on implementing her way of thinking and how she wants these

matters to be handled. Today we find that there is little interest for

developing these competencies, Gunilla also states that she does not want

to spend time educating the consultants. We do not see any problem with

this concerning administrative and co-ordination matters since there is a

possibility to employ people with these competencies. When it comes to

core-competencies, on the other hand, we find it important to reconsider the

possibility to develop these within the organisation. This is in line with

Hedberg et al. who state that one of the main tasks for managers in

imaginary organisations is the development of competence.

At Agora Gunilla is the person making most decisions, in the Outplacement

programme because she is both the founder and sole proprietor and in
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Leadership in balance because she is the principal idea creator. This does

not only concern financial decisions but also which clients to take on and

which consultants to engage. Furthermore, she seems to be the initiator in

most cases concerning change. Even if she strongly emphasises that

everyone should feel free to express, it is still Gunilla who comes up with

most of the ideas.

However, she has in a most successful way managed to communicate her

ideas and the vision and the business concept of Agora are highly

implemented among the employees and the involvees. When considering

the opinions of the consultants they all express the importance of the vision

and their common view of and their interest in the individual. This implies

that Agora has what Hedberg et al. name a very strong architecture keeping

the organisation together. Another way of viewing the widely spread

business concept is that it concerns one of Bendix & Dalsgaard’s control

mechanisms in the network organisation, namely the fundamental law of

values. Every member agrees with the values and norms of Agora, which

gives rise to an extensive independence and a large scope for individual

decisions. We are of the opinion that this is one of the main forces for

being able to lead and maintain the consultants strive towards the same

goal and the role of Gunilla is essential. Without her ability to gather the

consultants and without her experience from previous employment she

would not be able to keep the organisation together. Hedberg et al. who

state that the role of the architect is focused on experience from the

surrounding world further supports this statement.

Furthermore, it seems clear that Gunilla as founder and owner of Agora

was the one who built and created expectations in the newly formed

organisation. Hedberg et al. argue that as the organisation expands, the
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involvees become key participants concerning development of relations

and creation of a common culture. We agree with this fact in that the

consultants’ role becomes even more important as the organisation expands

since Gunilla cannot to the same extent hold on to all strings herself.

However, we state that the consultants were key participants already when

Agora was founded and they helped to create the common culture.

Concerning the development of relations the consultants develop them

when meeting with their clients, but they do not attract any new clients.

Since there is a strong focus on shared values we find that the role of the

consultants as key participants is also dependent on how much the

organisation expands. There seems to be mutual agreement that there is still

room for a few more consultants and a few more clients. However, we are

of the opinion that there is a risk that it will no longer be possible to keep

what is special for Agora if too many consultants are engaged. We find it

crucial that each activity does not expand too much or the holistic view of

the individual that is characteristic for the company culture at Agora, will

be difficult to maintain and neither the clients nor the consultants will be

satisfied. The strong bonds between the consultants also require a rather

small number, otherwise there is a risk that sub groups will be created

within the teams of consultants and this in turn indicates that the vision of

Agora will be more difficult to maintain. Furthermore, we state that the

more consultants you engage the larger is the risk that the personal

chemistry and fundamental values, that are so important to Agora, will be

difficult to maintain. This is due to the fact that it is difficult to find people

who have the competence required and at the same time share the same

values as the rest of the group. Therefore, we are of the opinion that if the

consultants should be effective key participants in developing relations and
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the common culture of Agora it will not be possible to engage more than a

few more consultants.

5.5 The Decisive Qualities of the Founder

According to Hedberg et al. a crucial aspect of the leading function in an

imaginary organisation is relationships within and outside the organisation.

This implies that the capability to build and nurture a wide and well-

working network of contacts is essential. We find that this is in fact one of

Gunilla’s strongest characteristics, one that she has developed during the

years. The contact with other people, both in and outside the organisation

seems to be a role strongly emphasised by Gunilla, it is also something that

is evident for the survival of Agora. This statement is based on e.g. the

process of selecting the consultants, they all have their origin in her

personal network, are people that she feel confidence in and has decided

she wants to work with. Furthermore, Gunilla has always been determined

to attract the right clients and thereby the contact with external actors has

become crucial.

However, Gunilla’s role as the leader has changed over the years, in the

beginning Agora was equal to Gunilla in the eyes of external actors, i.e. the

clients. She was their contact, she held the breakfast seminars, she held the

first meeting with the client and she marketed the company. She

symbolised Agora to external actors and she developed relations with

clients. She is still the one meeting and attracting clients but there is,

according to us, an important difference. Agora is well established in trade

and industry and today external actors do not only see Gunilla as the

symbol but they also see the consultants. The consultants have helped to

strengthen the image of Agora since they meet the clients on a regular

basis. Furthermore, today she has her team of consultants and the
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guidelines are clear, at least in the Outplacement programme where focus is

more on motivating them and keeping them together. Focus in Leadership

in balance is to make the consultants become an equally strong team as in

the Outplacement programme. There is, however, no uncertainties

concerning Gunilla’s important role at Agora. She still attracts all clients

and to a large extent it is her contacts and her capability to nurture them

that render this possible. This quality is also linked to her ability to create

enthusiasm and motivate the people around her. As discussed earlier, she

has in a most effective way mediated her idea and made everyone part of

her business concept, something that is decisive for Agora.

Another of Gunilla’s characteristics that we find crucial for the activities at

Agora is her intuition and flair for business. We are of the opinion that a lot

of her decisions today are based on intuition, when something feels right

she decides to go through with it and when something feels wrong she does

something about it. Before, when working for a large pharmaceutical

company decisions were more based on rationality and what had to be

done, not so much what felt right. The fact that Agora is a small company

and also that Gunilla is sole proprietor of the Outplacement programme

imply that there is more room for making decisions based on what you

actually want and what actually feels good. According to us this is visible

in her choice of consultants where her selection is based a lot on personal

chemistry. For her, when selecting the consultants, the actual consulting

competence was as important as the interest in the individual and their

values.

5.6 Shared Leader Roles

Bendix & Dalsgaard state that leadership in the network organisation is

characterised by compound leader roles, it is not only one person that is the
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leader. There are a number of various roles of the leader with different

purposes that can shift between people depending on the situation and the

tasks. When viewing the various leader roles in the network organisation

we find it relevant to discuss each role one at a time in order to clarify

Gunilla’s and the others’ roles in relation to each other. Since it has become

clear that Gunilla has a very important role at Agora we also want to

analyse to what extent someone else but Gunilla can take on any of the

leader roles.

The process leader is responsible for a certain process and keeps contact

with the various group leaders. Depending on how the groups are defined

we find that either Gunilla or Lotta can be seen as taking on this role. If the

groups are seen as the various activities, Gunilla is the process leader and

keep contact with Lotta who co-ordinates the Outplacement programme

and leads the tasks on a detail level. Lotta is a generalist and knows where

to find additional competence and helps concerning various matters. In

Leadership in balance Gunilla has no one to keep in contact with, if the

organisation is viewed from this perspective there is no group leader for

this activity. There is someone responsible for the work in each project but

this person cannot be responsible for the co-ordination since he or she is

not at Agora all the time and cannot be accessible by phone when working

with other commissions.

There is also the possibility of viewing Lotta as the process leader for the

Outplacement programme, she keeps contact with the consultants on each

assignment and assists them in factual issues, the use of resources, planning

etc. She has joint responsibility for the co-ordination with the superior

management i.e. Gunilla. In this sense there is no process leader for

Leadership in balance, the responsibility would rest upon Gunilla who is
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present at Agora most of the time. Hence, it is possible to see every

consultant as a group leader, they share the roles with each other when

working with the clients. They all know who is the most competent within

each area and could act as supportive leaders. However, we perceive that

something is missing here too, everyone focuses on their core competence

and there is no agreement about who should perform the activities that

concern the assignment but are not part of anyone’s core competence.

Bendix & Dalsgaard argue that the responsibilities of the group leader

include quality assurance of the task and according to Gunilla this is

something that the consultants do not perform in a satisfactory way.

The competence leader can also be viewed in various ways. First, each

consultant can be viewed as the competence leader for his or her core

competence. Since there is an emphasis on personal development and

openness for sharing, knowledge is spread between the consultants, all

according to the fundamental law of values. However, it can be questioned

whether they actually develop, document, transmit and train their

collaborators within their area of competence. We perceive it more as a

random exchange of competence where there is a need and interest.

Second, Gunilla can be viewed as the competence leader. She has chosen

each consultant who is a part of Agora because of his or her particular

competence and she is constantly making sure that the company comprises

the core competence required. However, as discussed earlier in this chapter,

there is the question about all knowledge that is not part of any consultant’s

core competence. Whose responsibility is it do develop and train this

competence, is it Agora’s or is it the respective consultant’s? Can it be the

responsibility of each consultant if he or she is not interested in this

knowledge and do well without it in his or her other activities? There is no

straight forward answer to this problem but we perceive it as central when
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it comes to the nature of Agora in terms of a network organisation. We

think that it is easier to motivate the consultants that have a large part of

their work at Agora to take responsibility for the competence development

within Agora. Furthermore, we find that it would also be of larger interest

to Gunilla to develop the competence of the consultants that work mostly

for Agora since this benefits the company. However, if the time each

consultant work for Agora is of importance this limits the possibilities of

assigning a certain consultant to a commission based only on his or her

core competence and not viewing the hours he or she has worked during

the month.

The personal leader is someone who teaches others to lead themselves in a

network organisation. As opposed to the leader roles above we find that

there is only one person that can take on this role at Agora, namely Gunilla.

She shows how the fundamental law of values is applied in practice and

makes sure to introduce every collaborator to the company culture. We find

that she does this in a most effective way. When a new collaborator enters

the company she assures that they all meet and discuss their values and the

focus of Agora. This implies that all consultants take part in this work and

will help this person to become one of the group. She states an example of

how to comply with openness in the organisation and has done so when it

comes to the ability to share, but we find that it can be questioned whether

she still does. The fact that the distribution of responsibilities has not

succeeded in the way she wished for in the beginning has implied that her

will of sharing and helping to develop others is not as explicit as earlier.

Bendix & Dalsgaard argue that a personal leader should not be responsible

for more than 10-12 collaborators at the time, a fact that raises the

discussion about Agora’s expansion. Since Gunilla is the only person we
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perceive as the personal leader we find that Agora could not further expand

without finding other ways of distributing this responsibility. According to

us it will also be difficult to keep the strong bonds between the consultants

if the group becomes too large, which in turn might result in a decrease in

motivation. We find that it might be an option to let each activity be more

distinctly separated and find a personal leader for each group. In that case,

Ulla’s role might be strengthened in Leadership in balance. This may also

be a way of allowing the activities to function satisfactorily without the

constant presence of Gunilla, making it possible for her to use her time to

other work such as questions concerning the future.

Similarly to the personal leader we find it to be obvious that Gunilla is the

organisational leader. She is the organisation’s formal leader and fulfils

the environment’s picture of a formal boss. However, there seems to be

somewhat different pictures of her responsibilities between her and the

consultants. We find it interesting that this is possible despite the fact that

the culture is characterised by openness and that Gunilla has been very

clear about these matters. It seems as though it is the task of dividing the

company’s strategy and responsibilities into parts for each process, group

and individual that is not working satisfactorily. The organisational leader

is not hierarchical superior but is still given more attention than the other

leader roles in the organisation and this is also the case at Agora.

Furthermore, we believe that the fact that Gunilla is also the owner of

Agora Outplacement and owns 50% of Agora Leadership in balance further

reinforces her role as the leader. Ulla seems to have a much more indistinct

leadership and she is not, to the same extent as Gunilla perceived as the

leader.
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6 Conclusions

In this part we will conclude the analysis of this study in order to increase

the understanding about organisations like Agora.  We aim to make it clear

and comprehensible to the reader by  discussing the three initial questions

posed in the problem definition.

The first question concerns the organisational form of Agora and how its

structure can be described. We state that the creation process of Agora can

be explained by applying the theory of the imaginary organisation in the

sense that the CEO Gunilla is the imaginator. She had a clear focus when

forming the company, she succeeded in creating an overall picture by

mediating her message and Agora is built on participation and synergies

from the consultants. However, we find that there are two exceptions

indicating that the creation process of Agora has not led to an imaginary

organisation. First of all we argue that the consultants are much stronger

linked to Agora than the partners that Hedberg et al. describe. Second, the

network of consultants was put into place when Agora was founded

implying that the order in which Hedberg et al. have structured the

formation of the imaginary system is not applicable to Agora. On the other

hand, certain factors indicate that the structure of Agora can be explained

by Hedberg’s theory. Gunilla can be seen as the spider in the web; she has

attracted a base of partners and a clientele, created systems for co-

ordination etc. all in line with Hedberg et al.

Similar conclusions can be drawn concerning the network organisation

where some issues indicate that Agora is a network organisation whereas

others indicate the opposite. There are no hindering organisational bindings

within Agora, there is an openness to change and the characteristics
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described by Bendix & Dalsgaard can to a large extent be applied in order

to describe the organisational form. These factors imply that Agora can be

seen as a network organisation. However, the fact that there is a strong

focus on Gunilla in that she is responsible for the marketing, she attracts

the clients and she assigns consultants for each client indicates that this

way of working is not as flexible as the network organisation requires. Far

from all responsibilities within Agora are dispersed. There seems to be

little interest among the consultants concerning sharing matters that are not

part of the actual work with the clients, which supports the above and

implies that Agora will never be a true network organisation. However, we

are of the opinion that it is important to determine what are core activities

and competencies in an organisation in order to decide which

responsibilities need to be shared. We see e.g. attraction of new clients as

part of the core competence and therefore this responsibility should be

possible to divide among the consultants and Gunilla. Administrative and

co-ordination matters, on the other hand, are not according to us linked to

the core competence of Agora and it will therefore be difficult to get the

consultants to take responsibility for these. This is something that we think

is applicable to most companies that work in similar ways as Agora and we

find that the most favourable solution is to continue doing what Agora has

initiated, namely to centralise these matters.

We have also come to the conclusion that the size of the company is

decisive in order to describe this type of organisational form. It seems to be

clear that since the tight groups of consultants are of great importance it

will be difficult to maintain the vision and the values of Agora if it expands

too much, i.e. engages more consultants and assigns more clients. This

implies that the company will move further away from a network

organisation in that the fundamental law of values will be difficult to
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implement. However, we find that there is a way of avoiding this, namely

to separate the activities more distinctly and make sure that each group of

consultants is not too large. The discussion above has led us to an

important conclusion i.e. that Agora can not be described neither

exclusively as an imaginary organisation nor as a network organisation, it

is rather a mix between the two and we call this organisational form an

imaginary network.

The second question in the problem definition concerns connecting forces

within Agora. Our conclusion is that there are three main forces that hold

the company together: The shared values, the business concept of Agora

and the leadership. The shared values are of great importance and they

concern openness in the company culture, a common interest in the

individual and a common view of the individual, a will to contribute to

society, the possibility of personal development and the fact that there is no

prestige among the consultants. The values are to a large extent based on

relations, something that we think is especially important in companies like

Agora where there are no formal employment contracts. The business

concept of Agora is something that everyone seems to strongly believe in

and this is also how Gunilla attracted the consultants in the first place. The

consultants highly appreciate their autonomy and flexible team work which

make them contribute with their knowledge and competence in a most

efficient way. We also think that the business concept is highly influenced

by the shared values making its power of impact even stronger. Finally, we

see the leadership as a connecting factor, which will be concluded in the

following.

The leadership in Agora is characterised by an open communication where

everyone feels free to express and where conflict is not seen as something
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negative but rather as something instructive and it is handled immediately

when it occurs. The leadership is also open in the sense that information is

available to everyone making the consultants feel part of the organisation.

We have also concluded that the leadership is strong and distinct and that it

is strongly linked to Gunilla’s personality. We find this to be natural in an

organisation where the founder develops a business concept through which

he or she attracts partners. Gunilla bases a lot of her decisions on intuition

something that clearly has been positive, one example is when she selected

the team consultants, this selection was to a large extent based on personal

chemistry and intuition. We also think that Gunilla’s ability to develop and

nurture relations is crucial since the essence of a company like Agora is

relations both within and outside the organisation. However, it should also

be noted that we think that leadership in Agora is not only Gunilla but also

to a certain extent Lotta and the consultants since they are taking part in the

constant development of work and the business concept. It stands to reason

though, that the role of Gunilla is the most important for the maintenance

of Agora. However, we think that the company would benefit if Gunilla

had the possibility to devote more of her time to questions concerning the

future. The reason for this is that she is the principal idea creator and that

there is a constant need to develop and ameliorate this type of organisation.
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7 Reflections

Throughout our work we have entered a vast and rather unexplored area

that certainly has caught our interest. The phenomenon and the knowledge

already exist in trade and industry, however, there is lack of concepts and

theories that to a satisfactory extent cover these areas. We find that by this

initial study we have produced a first overall picture about this type of

organisations and that there is need for further research. The imaginary

network is, according to us, an organisational form that many companies

use, and we believe that it will be increasing even more in the future.

As mentioned in 2.1, theory of science, there are innumerable starting

points when conducting research within organisational theory and our

choice to contribute with an overall picture in order to increase the

understanding about this type of organisations is only one. We find it

interesting to further study specific areas within our broad approach since

this would enrich and complement existing knowledge. As our work

progressed we became aware of the importance of leadership, which is why

we find it interesting to conduct a study with this focus. Another aspect

would be to focus on the relations both within and outside the company

since these are the essence of an imaginary network.

Furthermore, throughout our work we realised that the size of the company

to a large extent influences the organisational form. We find that it would

be interesting to conduct research where the researcher follows a company,

such as Agora, through the process of expansion in order to study the

development of the organisational form.
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Appendix

Interview guide

1. The structure of Agora

•  Definition of the structure

•  Description of activities

•  Description of assignments

 

2. Ways of working

•  One or several projects

•  Time spent with assignments of Agora

•  Time spent with assignments outside Agora

•  Communication and information

•  Pros and cons with this way of working

 

3. Why Agora? Reasons for joining and remaining

What does it stand for

What is special

 

4. Connecting and shattering forces

 

5. Leadership

•  Description of the leader role

•  Most important task

•  Decisions and Initiatives

 

6. Company culture

•  Fundamental perceptions, Values, Norms

7. Expansion


